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with the thought that gradual amelinot whibe the latter was in Europe.
oration must cone as it always has
He hod taken some cancelled checks
come, from persistent and intelligent
from the Albany Trust company early
effort. The very fact that the country
in September and had thrown them
has awakened to the prevailing condiinto a drawer in Judge Hamilton's
4411
tions and that fearless and able men A NEGRO BOY STOLE IT FROM
desk. Wihen he later looked for them FERRYBOAT OWEN MAY
are organizing and leading a cam:
HAVE
MRS. JOHN DEARthey were gone.
paign against them are grounds for
TO DO THIS SOME
MON.
Rufus
Welles 'Weeks, actuary and
hope that a far-reaching remedial
second vice president of the New
process has already begun."
•
York Life Insurance company, was
Lad "Copped" Onto Purse ContainGRAFTERS THREATEN
another
witness today. He went into
OPPOSES WITTE.
ASSEMBLIES IN yARTous.
ing 111.68, While Lady Was Busy
FUTURE OF COUNTRY
the. technieat description of the var- cw.tion Was nIscussed at Length
STATES WERE CONT1OLL7-2D
Before the Aldcrmen Last EyelEngaged in Housework.
ious forms of policies, the tables upon
Refuse to Give Banquet and Strongly
et Thslr Meeting.
which
the
cost of life insurance is
Criticize Him.
The Strong Words of New York
computed -and the varioaa other comFinanciers in Condemnation of
Yesterday at noon
Detectives Says Hamilton Was Given $31o,000S putations of his department.
St. Petegsburg, Oct. 5.—A strong
Fin- Which He Has Not Yet
Last evenint at the meeting of the
Big Thieves.
sentiment against Count Witte devel- Moore and Baker recovered $168.32
Made
an
Account:
aldermen
PLANS
that
an attempt was made to
hael
DASH
been
stolen
the day before
FOR
.
oped at a caucus of the St. Peterscompel
from
Owen
Mrs.
John
Dearmon,
Brothers, of the ferryNORTH
wife
of
the
POLE.
burg municipality yesterday evening,
boat Betty Owen, to operate their
HYPOCRACY OF
called to dist-Liss civic action in rec- Illinois Central railroad section foreSt. Louis, Mo., Oct. 5.—Charles steamer on Sundays between this city
"THE SALT OF THE EARTH." ognition of his services at Ports- man, who resides it 1133 North Four- CONFESSES MISLEADING
teenth street. The money was In' a
THE STATE OF TEXAS. Rilliet, who wa.s with the Fiala ,polar on the Kentucky side of the Ohio
mouth.
expedition, declares a wealthy St. river, and Brookport and Illinois land
Suggestions that a banquet be giv- purse that was taken from thc bowie
Louisian has agreed to back him in a ings, on the other side of the stream.
Annapolis,'Mils Oct. so—Dishonesty en in his honor and that he be pre- by a negro boy named Tom Austin
daring
who
drift through Behring strait to The effort failed though for the time
is
only
ten
years
of
age.
•
e.—John
Ness
York,
A.
Oct.
Mcin high places is the state, the juOic- sented with the freedom of the city
Wednesday Mrs. Dearmon had Call, pissident of the New York Life the north pole. According to Ritliet being, but the expressions of the aliary and great financial institutions or an addreas were rejected and a res
been to the grocery and had her purse Insuran e company, was on the wit- it is planned by those who will make dermen indicated that if the demand
and corporations, and palliation of <dation was adopted declaring that he
with her. On returning home she en- ness stand the greater part of yester- the dash to cut themselves off from arose for operation of the boat on
. .such acts by the masses travely is not worthy of any special honor,
stile house and laid the wallet day before the Armstrong investigat- the main ship of the party and, leav- the Sabbath there would be adopted
tered
threaten the future of the country, because his services' at Portsmouth
a table. Shortly thereafter the ing committee, and in sharp contract ing all hope behind, they will make a ordinances amending the pre,ent bill
upon
'according to views expressed today "were only a redeeming sacrifice for
Austin
lad came there and wanted to with -his first appearance two weeks quick dash over the ice-bound region and prescribing that the ferryboat_ be
by J. Edward Simmons, president of the political mistakes in which he has
know if Mrs. Dearmon had any milk ago. He made no seceet to the jus- for the pole.
run that day. The franchise the Owen
the Fourth National bank of New acquiesced and which were responsito sebl. She informed him she did t:let:1Se payments by hid company to
Brothers have to operate their boat
York, in an address before the Mary- ble for the war."
The chanAleries of , Europe 'are out of this city
not, but the boy hung around the "Judge" Andrew Hamilton to influexpired last month,
The first act of the ministerial corn
land association.
room, while Mrs. Deamon was busy ence insurance legislation in various now eagerly watching the possible and now the city legislative
boards
He pointed to Ilie lessons taught mittec, the ees•Sons of which• have
engaged preparing a meal for her hus- states of the union. It was brought- realignment of the powers as a con- are adopting an ordinance
renewing
by the fall of the ancient Roman re- been resumed with Count Witte's resequence to the ending of the war in the franchise for a
band who was expected home shortly. out:.
public, the reign of terror in France turn, has been an important concesperiod of twenty
Finally the lad left and shortly thereT. That since 19oo the New York the far East. The suggested group- years. The new grant provides that
and the disasters which befell Russian sion on the language question, peratfer latrs.•Dearmoloi found that there Life has paid to "Judge" Hamilton ings are as follows: Great Britain the ferry
shall make so many trips
arms in the recent conflict in the mitting the commercial schools at
had disappeared about the same time $476.027 oa for legislative purposes, and Russia; Germany and Russia, or each
day "Sunday excepted," and AlFar East, all of which, he said, were Warsaw, Riga end Reval to use Poher purse containing the money. The and has also paid to others targe Germany and Russia with France as derman
due
Kraus took the stand that
palliated dishonestY•
lish or German as the language of detectives
were notified of the fact sums for similar work, bringing the a third party. The entente between' this "Sunday excepted"
clause should
instruction in all studies except Rus- and yesterday morning_ went
to the total of such expenditures.up to togs- Breat Britain and Japan is said to be be stricken
out
of
bill
the
and provissian
grammar,
history
and
geography.
Hears Warning.
home of the Austin lad who resides 127.02.
more perfect than ever.
ion made for operation of the craft
"l hear voices from the East and
about one bloods distant, and inform2. That in addition to these payon the Sabbath, say one trip in the
voices from the West," said he, "Illed the father thq the boy had taken ments to Hamilton, President Mcmorning and one in the afternoon. In
boding voices, voices from the pulpit
the purse, and he would be given two Can exoects him to render bilks for
explaining
his position he said that
and the divine, voices from the colhours in which to return it. Within 11;s lerviees during the present year.
&wing the warm months farmers
lege and educator, voices from the
the specified time the father took the wt:icts will aggregate about $165.000i.
from over in Illinois wanted to come
french and the bar, voices from the
pocket book back to Mrs. Dearmon.
press and its sages, the voice of the CITY SOLICITOR ORDERED TO The lad was not arrested on account
LABOR BODIES OF HERE WILL over here on the Sabbath, while hun'Hamilton Makes No Account.
INSTITUTE SAME AT
dreds of people in this city would like
• president himself, denouncing in ringGIVE FESTIVAL NEXT
of his tender age, and then the lady
3. That, besides these payments to
ONCE.
to go over the river that'day and
ing tones and deploring the univerhad no desire to prosecute, only wantSPRING.
"Judge" Hamilton and in addition to
recreate. He continued that also a
sal spread of selfishness in its meaning her money recovered.
the $ass,000 paid him in 1903, octen
village of some proportions might be
est and most repulsive form—the
buildt up across the river before exform of dishonesty. Alas, these voic- The Controversy Over the Street JAPANESE AND RUSSIAN MEET ,sibly on account of real estate deals Central Labor Body Last Night
at piration of the
and for which he has rendered no acContract Is to Be Settled in the
twenty years' franchise
es are not unconfirmed."
Meeting Confirmed Recommencount to the New York Life, he was
therefore if the grant did not stipulate
He deplored the cooditions which
Courts.
Ambassadors Discuas Form of Ratiits
dation
of
Committee.
also paid $75,000 in June, toro, for
the boat should run on Sunday it
have led men to tolerate the terms
fication—Meet at State Dewhich he has rendered no account.
would greatly inconvenience these
'Igraft" and "grafters," and said he
partroent.
The total of the sums given him, so
people who may want to go back and
feared the very use of the words was
At laet night's session of the alderThe carnival next spring by the forth on the Lord's
far as is known, for which he has renan indication of men's tolerance of a manic board, City Solicitor
day. He also
Washington, October 5.—Diplo- dered no account
James
now stands at $310,- Central Labor union of this city is took the stand that this franchise
thief and his trade. He called upon Campbell, Jr., was instructed
matic
relations
between
Russia
and
to file
now an assured fact conclusively, as was an000.'
the members of the association to Jan ex parte suit before Judge
exclusive' one to the Owen
Reed Japan were resumed at the state delast night at the meeting of the union, Brothers,
That
John
McCall,
is
who
A.
a
4.
-give their assistance in remedying a in the circuit
and no other was allowed
partment
yesterday,
short
time
for
a
court, for the purpose
director of the Metropolitan Life In- the body confirmed the report of to °operate a ferry out
condition which makes it possible "for of
of here to
construing the ordinances and coo- whihe Baron Rosen, the Russian am- surance company, borrowed
$75.000 the special committee selected for the
men who pose as the salf of the tracts adopted
by the municipal legis- bassador, and Mk. Takahira, the Jap- from that institution at t 1-2 per cent purpose of looking into the question points across the river, therefore the
earth and who condemn without re- lative
authorities in letting the con- anese minister, discussed the forms of ioterest. On July t last, shortly be- of giving the entertainment, which monopoly would be detrimental to
serve those who steal fifty dollars or tract
to the bitulithic people for re- ratification of their respective coun- fore the appointment by the begisla- would be the first of this nature ever the people if the owners of the boat
forge a cheek for a hundred dollars, construction
would not consent to run same.
c4 Kentucky avenue tries.
lure of the insurance investigating promoted by the organized labor
or accept a bribe, to themselves make
Finally after considerable argu- •
The call was made by appointment committee, the interest rate
from First to Ninth streets, and also
committee
city.
bodies
The
this
of
on this
millions by Vying, by misrepresentaTakahira,
at
who
the
Mr.
request
ment
of
the aldermen passed the franJefferson
street
from
First
to Ninth.
loan was increased to 2 T-2 per cent. reported that they thought the cartion, by fraud, and by bribery," withThere is quite a controversy over the desired to see the Russian form of at which it still stands, the loan being nivab a feasible plan, and recommend- chise ordinance relieving them of runOat receiving punishment or even
ratification.
Accordingly Secretary
ed that one be given. This report ning on Sunday, with the tacit underunpaid.
criticism, while the man who' steals validity of these measures and con- Root sent for
.34k. Smith, chief of the
tracts,
the
solicitor
claiming
the
ordiwas confirmed by the entire body standing that if in the hereafter it was
the paltry sum is sent to jail.
nances are illegal, therefore contract diplomatic bureau of the state dewhich then mode a permanent stand- seen there was a demand for the boat
Hegernan
Also
Makes
Loan.
•
void, ma in order to settle matters it partment, who brought to the diplo5. That John R. Hegeman, presi- ing committee of the special commit- n the day mentioned, there cosuld be
Denunciation.
was decided to institute the proceed- matic room a copy of a Russian ex- dent of the Mktropolitan Life, in ad- tee, and authorized it to go ahead adopted new ordinances making suitHe denounced the man of stainless
ing and have the courts pass upon tradition treaty, which gave Mr. Tak- dition to borrowing $5o,000 from the and perfect all arrangements looking able provision.
private life, who, "in the interest of
the important question which is of ahira the'information he desired. The New York Life at i r -a per cent, also, towards pulling,off the affair.
cornrations, of the trust, of the gas
linvoys remained for a few minutes
The labor union people will not NO WEAKNESS IN HIS VIEW&
company, of the railroad company, of much interest to all Paducahans, and in conversation with Secretary Root, it was intimated, borrowed money
the insurance company, have recourse especially the contractors, those Prop- and then left the department without from his own company, the Mfetro- prove inexperienced in this line, as
for years they have been giving big President Has a Talk With Repreto every villainy damned in the de erty owners living along the two further exchanges. They bowed pleas- politan Life.
thoroughfare
s
Labor Day affairs the first btonday
being
improved,
and
6.
the
That
New
York
Life
encalogue; who does the deed of a
sentative Townsend on Railantly as they parted outside the dipcourages its agents to get new busi- of each September, therefore they are
highwayman with the air of a saint." the city authorities The solicitor in- lomatic room.
road Legislation.
ness on the deferred dividend plan by in close touch with the huge preparaMk 'Simmons ssid that the work- formed the aldermen that institution
this
certain
from
would
seem
It
ings and dangers of great corpora- of this ex parte would have no bear- that ratifications of the peace treaty paying them 6p per cent commission tions always 'saving to he made for
Washington, D. C., Oct. s.—"When
tions and multi-millionaire enterprises ing upon the proposed work, such as are to be exchanged at Washington. of the first year's premiums and only large gatherings.
my
message goes to congress on Dec.
aldermen
Last
night
the
of
the
stopping
same,
or otherwise affecting
ais per cent commission on annual
bave not been and are not as fully
As soon as the date for the exunderstood as their advantages. He the progress. It will cost only about change of these ratifications has been dividend policies. This, in face of the municipal legislative boards, confirm- 4 the people will see that I have not
believed that their dark side should $35 tA) have the ordinances, contracts, agreed upon, special plenipotentiary face admitted by the chief accuracy ed what the council' did Monday weakened on the subject <4 rate legbe investigated and set out as lucidly etc., tested, and this will set at rest powers will be cabled to Baron Rosen of the New York Life, that it is eas- night, that was to grant to the labor islation."
This in substance is▪ what President
ier for an agent to get new business bodies all the privileges accorded
and forcibly as their bright side. Re all dubiousness as to the legality or
and NW Takahira by their respective on
the deferred dividend system than other organization, when festivals of Roosevelt told Representative Townreferred to the growth of the socialist invalidity of same.
emperors. The exact form which the
send, of Michigan, joint author with
on the plans foi- which the smaller this nature are given.
Deciding on this mode of testing powers
movement as shown by the lad presishall take was discussed at
The committee will about the first Representative Eoch, of Wisconsin,
commission is paid.
dential electiops as due largaly to the questions, the aldermen now leave today's conference,
'both etosoys be7. That the cost to the company of of next year take up their active ar- of the administration railroad bill in
the fact, he said, that the masses see the matter up to the emitted, which ing anxious that there should'be
nol
getting new business on the deferred rangements and shove things until the last congress, who called at the
great fortunes acumulated by dishon- has to confirm what the aldermen
difficulty on that point. The form est
est Means, and when so accumulated did, befor the solicitor can proceed the powers necessarily will be identi- dividend plin is so excessive that in date of the proposed entertainment. White House by invitation of the
combined to smother indivhlual enter- with his ex parte. Expressions indiKirk; the New York Life had to bor- They took no the question at this president yesterda/ Mr. Townsend
cal.
prise.
row
from its surplus accumulations date for the primary purpose of see- aas very emphatic in saying that the
cate this is satisfactory to the council, and that the tribunals will be the HUNGER STRIKE IS GENERAL. over $7,000,000 to pay the expenses ing whether it was the sense of the mind of the president had not changof business which in premium yielded hody to give the affair, and now that ed.
place of resort for Settling the controDebauch Legislators.
it proves to he such, they will hold
He told him that he was not reonly
in the year about $3.400,000
itik Simmons discussed the tariff, versy.
Russian Prisoners Refuse to Eat Beeverything
in abeyance until the prop- sponsible for the stories to the conattiring severely those who "debauch
It ts understood, but not specificalcause of Treatment.
er time.
trary, that have found their way into'
Contributions Not Recorded.
the legislator to enact laws crushing ly stated by the lawyers of OW conprint. He expected to modify his last
Competitors in business or to exact tractors, that the latter will file' suit
although
That
diligent
S.
search
has
St Petersburg, Oct. e.--The 'huna
sesSion bill somewhat. He will make'
•
tribute from their feblow-citizens un- against the city if the municipal au- ger strike," which began Oct. 2 in been made during the past two weeka, PENNSYLVANIA
WILL BE USED. it specific in reaching car lines and
der the name of duty."
thorities interfere with the contract the women's department of one of the no record whatever 'has been foun7
terminal abases. He declared that the
"Under exceptional circumstances." awarded the contractors, who claim large prisons here detoted to the de- on the New York Life of anyone
the three $seroloo payments to the To Carry President From New Or- bill must provide for giving power to
he said. "it may be even justifiable to everything is valid, that they and the tention of political
of
offenders, has beleans Back up Coast.
the interstate commerce commission
republican national campaign commake a tariff ptotect an industry, but musticipslity both entered into the
come general. For three days all the
to fix a rate in place of one found to,
I hold that no tariff is justiAed that contracts in good faith, therefore they
mittee.
inmates of the prison have been reWhshington, Oct. 5.—The armored be unreasdnable.
'has not for its sole aim the advantage shout4 not be bothered now.
President
That
admits
9:
hfoCall
fusing to eat as a protest against the
cruiser Pennsylvania has been tentaor the necessities of our country in
rough treatment of a female prisoner there should be a limitation to the tively selected to convey President "That," said Mr. Townsend, "is the
its entigety. The man who imposes a
business
which
a
life
insurance
crux of the whole situation."
comHIP FRACTURED.
and the general administrative condipany may roll up and that the legis- Roosevelt from New Orleans to Nor- "Some changes may be made," addbribe, to impose a duty, in order to
tions in the prison. The prisoners
fill his pockets, is dishonest and all Mother of Mr. C E Blackwell Was
lative committee should give that sub- folk on return from his southern trip. ed Mr. Townsend, "but they wilt be
are mainly socialists, many of whom
Admiral Brownson, commanding the for the purpose of making the. bill
the More benefitl is his dishonesty beject serous attentions
Painfully Injured.
14
were arrested fist week.
That affairs of the Mutual Pie will armored cruiser division of the North clearer on certain points. It is in-coulee he extracts his plunder, without
danger to himself, from the pockets
probably be probed at -tomorrow's Atlantic fleet, and Capt. McLean of tended, of course, to include in the
Yesterday afternoon the mother of
The great Belle Meade farm near
the 'Pennsylvania were at the navy regulations, private cars, refrigerator
of those who cannot resist."
session
of the committee.
Mr. C. E. Blackwell was painfully Nashville, Tenn, has come under the
department today and conferred with cars and terminal charges,
We
injured by falling from tht porch at control of Hon. J. M. Dickinson,
S
the officials regarding the arrange- thought they were covered by our
Hamilton
Checks
Lott.
Remedial Process.
her home on South Ninth ltrect be- formerly of Nashville but now of Chi
Neil F. Towner, of Albany, was ments for the voyage. From Norfolk measure, but in order that there may.
In conclusion Mr Sitionona
tween Clark and Adams. The porch cago. Mk. Dickinson proposes 110,
called to the stand and disclainted the president will be conveyed to be no question about them they will
"While the situation that confronts is about three feet above lite ground,
take up his residence on the farm any knowledge of the whereabouts
of Washington by the Mayflower.
is undoubtedly serious, we cannot and when she toppled off and
US '
be included in the bill in a definitf!
struck and give up the practice of law.
Capt. Winslow has arrived here way."
canceled checks of Justice Andrew
meet it by adopting pessimistic views. the ground her right hip was broken.
Hamilton of Albany. Mr. Towner from Newport and was at the navy
Viri:shotild not exaggerate the evil's •It wis afterwards ;et by Dr. Jeff IS61)
Pat Crowe, the kidnapper of the testified- that he was 'associated niflt department today. Ivor eat to the Point of discourage- ertson. She is nearly seventy' years
!Ex-Congressman Jerry Sin-ipso° la
Cudahy boy and general robber. has Justice Hamilton in the
praCtice of
Usent, but re shoul recogniz their of age and p
in a hospital at Wichita. Kans.
abilities are sthe ,01,; been arrested in Montana. The report
mks Roosevelt and patty are sight hopelessly
law in Albany.
not.sun e
rrte
ill. He has but lately reIjitiei
p at 'loft *as doishted, too it has been
Mr.
testified
Towner
that
seeing
he
made
now in Japan. ;They sail for torned to Kansas from New Mexico,
!
rtinkh
i
es
confittnbri
&posits for Justice Hamilton, but'home about the t3th,
where he had been for some tim,
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Dishonesty in High Places
is Most Alarming.

Says New York Life Paid
$509,127to Legislatures.
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LAWYERS' FEE

COW CASE

BATTERY RE-UNION

BIC REVIVAL

HENDRICK, MILLER & MARBLE THE
CHARGE
THEFT DR. VICTOR VORIS BACK FROM REV. PETER
OF
FIELDS
WILL
SUED THE I. C. RAILAGAINST MAHAFFEY WAS
AN
INDIANAPOLIS
ERECT A TENT FOR ONE
ROAD.
CONTINUED.
GATHERING.
NEXT MONDAY.

RE1

If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little knowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sanitation and will show you the samples of
Ware we have in our showrooms.

Henry Diehl, Sr., Filed Friendly Suit Louis Smithers, Colored, Ifeld to the Nothing Further Develops
in the Trimble Street Methodist Church
For Settlement of Kate Beyer
Grand Jury on Charge of Rap"Stunt" Noel Gaines Is Putting
Held Its Last Quarterly ConEstate.
ing Hurlbert Girl.
On at Frankfort.
ference Monday Night.

'In the circuit court yesterday LawUntil today was there continued
Dr. Victor Voris has returned from
Next Monday Rev. Peter Fields, of
yers Hendrick, Miller, & Marble filed when called yesterday in the police Indianapolir, Ind.,
where last Thurs- the Third street Methodist church,
suit for themselves against the Illin- court the case charging Bob Hick- day and Friday
there
ois Central railroad for $1,000 which man, alias Bob Mahaffey, with steal- union of the battery .was held a re- will have erected at ''S5xth and Husof light artillery bands streets the huge tent under
the attorneys claim: the road prevent- ing a cow and calf from Dairyman in which
the dentist participated dur- which he starts his protracted meeted them from making as a lawyers Claude Russell, of two miles from the ing the SpanishAmerican war.
ing one week from the coming Sunfee.
city on the Cairo pike bqond RowThe battery consists of Indianapo- day. One week from this evening
Fireman Randolph
Seavey was landtown.
lk gentlemen and some from sur- the ladies of the church
will give a
working for the I. C. at nounds, Ill., There was filed away the warrant
rounding places, and each year they big supper under the tent and
great
and was badly injured while labor- charging Dan Rtosell with grand larhave a reunion to commemorate their arrangements are being made
-a
for it.
ing around his engine. After getting ceny.
participation in the conflict. The or- as fine things to eat, good
well be entered into ,a written con- ,. Louis Smithers, •colored,
mhsic and
was •Iteld ganization was considered the crack an excellent program
will be rendertract with Hendrick, Miller & Mar- to the grand jury in
$300 bond on the battery of the country and they were ed. Dr. Fields
will continue the gathble wherein he agreed to pay these charge
of raping the little Hurlbert out about one year with the remain- ering until
it gets too chilly for the
attorneys one hall of any damages negro
girl. On failing to give bond der of the troop,, during which time out-of-do
or revival. He will be asthey could get from the railroad be- Smithers
went to jail.
they went to Santiago and other sisted by the other Methodis
cause of Seavey's injuries. The lawt minis..
%,„ liaja
'Clint Riley, colored, was fined $10 points.
ters of the city in the undertaking.
yers brought,suit for Seavey for $2,t
• •J
for smacking a negress named Laura
The reunions are big affairs at In000 against the road. In his contract
Do you want a first class Job by an
Halt.
dianapolis, as the old members enterwith the attorneys Seavey promised
Trimble Street Methodist
fine of $3 was assessed against tain their friends and have a grand
A
not to compromise the suit with the
The
Trimble
street Methodist
expert 'workman? If you do take
Jeff 'McClure, colored, who struck time.
road without consent of his attorneys,
• ,..sa,Ailbilrldni church has held its last quarterly con
Charles
Clark.
Hendrick. Miller de Marble. After the
It to
ference before the annual conference
Mrs. Churchhill was fined $5 for
Just Five Weeks.
latter instituted the litigation though,
which
will
be
held November 5th.
Just five weeks tomorrow the state
the lawyers for the railroad approach- using profane language towards BesThe quaiderty gathering of the TrimBennett.
sie
The
woman
troops;
then
have
asked
been
gone
from
here,
ed Seavey and did get him to comble street church showed the congrepromise for a sum he would not tell for a new trial and Judge Sanders where they held their annual encamp- gation to be in excellent condition
.
ment at Wallace park. Nothing furhis attorneys of.
Now Hendrick, granted it to her.
224 Broadway,
There
are
now
about
members
300
of
Paducah, Ky.
There
was dismissed the case charg ther has been heard from Frankfort
Miller & Marble sue the road for the,
this
church.
During
meeting
the
the
$1,000 they would have gotten if ing H. P. Hawkins and son with regarding the court martial proceed- church
stewards for next year were
judgment was given for the fuli letting husk and chaff from their ings Noel Gaines instituted against chosen,
they being Harlan Wallace,
amount they sued for in the name or grist mill fly around over the neigh- Elmore Townsend, of this city. It
T.
B.
Davis,
Ben J. Billings, W. L.
•+•44.4.44•444+44++++++++++,
Seavey. The lawyers claim the attor- bolhood on South Second street near is probable nothing will come from
Puckett, W. Y. Griffith and C. W.
neys for the railroad knew Seavay Washington, where they maintain the charges as they are regarded by
everybody, both here and at Frank- Morrison. The latter gentleman was
had a contract not to compromise their commission house.
fort, as a bluff on the part of Gaines chosen the church steward for the
the matter, therefore when the road
went ahead and did this anyhow they
Secretary Shaw in a letter to a Re- to scare Mr. Townsend into withdraw Paducah district conference. This
are liable for the fee, so claims the publican club at Des Moines announc- ing the $5,000 damage suit the Padu- district conference, includes all the
suit.
es that he will retire from the cabi- cahan has against the Frankfort fel- churches in the Paducah district that
is presided over by Elder J. H.- Robnet on February I.
low.
erts. This district conference fixes
Wants A Divorce.
the presiding elder's salary and also
Cora Wood sued Oscar Wood for
decides how much each church inside
divorce. They married June io, two,
tit., district shall pay to the total
and she claims be brought to their
amount
of money the annual conferhome another woman whom he would
ence district expecia of this Paducah
hug, kiss and caress right in front of
his wife, and then curse and beat her WM SCRUGGS' REMAINS WERE BIG BUSINESS IS BEING DONE district. The district conference is
not held until after the annual conferTAKEN TO STATESVILLE,
BY THE CHURCH
when she would remonstrate with him
ence next month. The Paducah disLADIES.
MORTH CAROLINA.
for the manner he acted towards the
trict delegates to the annual conferoutside female. The plaintiff claims
ence were chosen at the district conthis kept up until the husband finally
drove her from home
Besides the He Fell From the Old Tennessee Crowds Daily Visit the Rhodes-Bur- ference held several months ago at
4
the Third street Methodist church.
ford Establishment, Patronizing
dissolution of their wedding ties, she
River Bridge and Was Drowned
asks for $soo alimony, and possession
the Goad Women.
in That Stream.
of their 2 year old child which the
Pastor Ceasing.
Tomorrow night there will arrive
defendant took from her by force,
Of Paduh,Kentucky,
last Wednesday.
The church baking at the Rhodes- here from Pulaski, Tenn., Rev. E. H.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
Capital and Surplus; $1/58,000
establishment on North Eshman, who comes to supply the pal
there returned from Gilbertsville, Burford
pit
of
Cumberl
the
Presbyte
and
rian
Fourth
street,
Sued Car Company,
continue
most
popthe
Marshall county, Undertaker Steve
Cora McManus
has filed suit Pool, of the Pool & Nance firm, on ular things in the city, as that leading church until next January. No reguagainst the street railway company South Third street. He went up there establishment is daily crowded with lar pastor has been here for that con- RD P. NOBLE,PRES.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM o
for $5.000 damages, on the ground at 7-45 o'clock in the morning
gregation since resignation the first
to em- patrons baying cakes, and other
N.
W.
VAN
CULIN
CASHIZIL
that she was injured by being thrown balm the remains of Mk. William things from the church ladies, and of this year of Rev. Gecrge Bachman.
•
Transacts aD regular Makin business.. Solicits your
to the ground while alighting from a Scruggs, who was drowned
thereby
helping
them
their
in
underdeposits. Pays 4
off the
car at Sixth and Husbands street old Tennessee
Mite Society.
per cent per anima on dine certcate of deposits.. Safety
•
river bridge the after- taking.
boxes in firs
July 8th.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the La,Yesterday the Ladies Aid society of
noon before. The body was last night
proof vault for rent at $3 to Szo per year as to Was.
You carry your own
shipped to his home in Statesville, the Cumberland Presbyterian church dies' Mite society of the First Baphad charge, and did a most excellent tist church will meet with Mrs. L bey and no one but yourself has access.
Settle Beyer Estate.
N. C., where it will be interred.
Henry Diehl, Sr., filed a friendly
2
Scruggs was a man forty years of business, while tcglay the Ramsey so- P. Holland, 1332 Broadway.
ciety of the Broadway Methodiet
suit in the circuit court against Con- age and employed
to help tear down
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
church will have control of the store.
rad Beyer and others, for settlement the old bridge spanning
Grace Church Guild.
that stream
The
Tomorro
of the estate of the late Mrs. Katie twenty-fi
Grace Episcopal church Guild
w the Lades Nome Mission
ve miles above here on the
Beyer, deceased.
Louisville division of the Illinois Cen- society of the Trimble street church meets this afternoon at 3 o'clock with
will be there doing the cooking.
Miss Eleanor Trezecant, at her home
tral road. He was standing on some
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental
Tomorrow brings to a close the on West Monroe street.
Another Misrnated Couple.
and
faT,e work attached to the piers for
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON
I. W. Bryant filed suit for divorce the employes to rest on while they first week of the bakings, and as none
EXPOSwill be beld Sunday, the first of next
Broadway Cooference.
against his wife, Isabella Bryant. were taking down the parts
LIRE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does
of the week is that by the Ladies
not beNext Wednesday evening the Broad
'Aid soThey married during i878 and sep- old structure. While he
come dark and discolored.
was busily ciety of the Third street Methodis way Methodis
t church wilj hold its
t
crated during 1900. He claims she engaged with his
laleprs the false church.
LET MB TELL YO U MORE ABOUT IT :
last quarterly conference before the
abandoned him.
work fell and let him drop into the
The ladies have all expressed them- annual conference. The reports for
river in the midst of the dropping pile selves as being highly
pleased with the quarterly conference will show
of stuff. He never did come to the the good business done, and
are pro- this congregation in an unusually
surface but went straight to the bot- fuse in their thanks to Mr.
Rhodes healthy and flourishing condition.
SOLE AGENT, 16on TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
tom.
The other men employed on and the Buck stove peorde who aro both
from a financial standpoint and
the bridge commenced immediately here helping, the cooking% being done
that of membership.
GENERAL AGENT DONOVAN to search for the corpse and found it on the ranges manufactured by this
several hours thereafter. It was big company.
WAS OUT FOR WHILE
Mrs. Newell Better.
pulled out on the bank. The underYESTERDAY.
Mrs. T. J. Newell was some little
taken then went up yesterday mornbetter yesterday, but she has not yet
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
ing and prepared it for shipment.
recovered sufficiently to leave her bed
Business Men Want Increased Pasat their home near the church on
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
senger Facilities On the N. C. &
North Seventh street.
management for guests at the
St. L.—Railroad News.
WILL GET IN FROM COUNTRY
Minister Lectures.
BY THE LAST OF NEXT
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Next Tuesday morning the children
WEEK.
of
the high school will be delivered
Genera1 Agent John T. Donovan, of FRED SELLS,
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
PAINTER, HURT
a
lecture
the Illinois Central railroad, was able WHILE
by
Rev.
W.
E.
WORKaNG AT RIEKE
4
Cave, of the First Presbyterian
to be out for a while yesterday mornThe bdayor Was Honored By Being
BUILDING.
CO.
,
church. This is the first of a series*
ing, but shortly afterwards returned
Placed on the State Board of
of educatiemal lectures that will be
to his home He is ailing with maPharmacy Examiners.
Dawson:Springs, Kentucky.
made the scholars.
laria.
Diseased Part of Bone Removed
From Captain Voight's Foot—
BOY TAKEN BACK.
Want Train Service,
Mlayor Yeiser expects to get moved
Other Ailing People.
41
The Retail Merchants Association
in from Arcadia about the last of next
is going to try to get the N. C. &
Jimmie
Hale, Colored, Carried Back
St.
week, when he will take up his home
L. railroad, to put on a passenger
to Hickman For Trial.
at
their
(Incorporated.)
winter
residence on North
Yesterday morning while Painter
train that will get here about 9 o'clock
Fourth
street,
after
spending
the
Fred Sells and Tom Carter were on
in the morning, and leave going
Sheriff Evans, of Hickman, yesterGeneral Cartage Business,
South
warns months at the handsome sumday morning took back to that place
at s p. in. At present the out going a scaffold painting inside the W. H.
Rieke building on Broadway between met. home in that popular suburb.
the 16-year-old negro boy Jim Hale, Superior Facilities for
train leaves at 7.45 a. m. and 2:30
Office
p.
His son-in-law, City Solicitor James
in., while the incoming trains arrive Third and Fourth streets, the scaffold
who has been kept in the county jail Handling Freight, Machi
nery , 2nd and Monroe
gave down and threw them to the Campbell, Jr., has been occupying the here in Paducah the past few weeks
at 110 p. in, and 8:15 p. nt This
exwinter home on North Fourth during
tra train would be a great conven- floor, twelve feet below. Sells' leg
for safekeeping. The boy is charged And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones ii
the absence of the family in the
with going to the home of a man,
ience for oat-of-town people to come was painfully bruised and crushed,
country. Mr. Campbell is now prehere in the morning, transact their but not broken. He had to be carried
telling him someone wanted him a
paring to take one of the flats when
mile down the country road. The man
businem and go home in the after- home. Carter suffered some painful
there is completed the building being
bruises on his right leg, but was not
left, and then it is charged Hale tried
noon.
It
erected 'by Mrs. Bettie Buckner on
to assault his wife. He was captured
compelled to quit work.
Fourth and Monroe streets where the and
brought here to prevent lynching
Locomotive Chairman.
Bone Diseased.
old Murrell homestead formerly sat.
•
4
He is now taken back for trial.
Mr. C. J. Singletnn, of Mattoon. Some years ago Captain Emory The
flats are right next to the mayarrived here yesterday and left Voight got part of his foot cut of
by or's, winter home.
last night for St. Louis. He is chair- steamboat machiner
Settled Now.
y, he being a rivWord from Kansas City, Kan., from
man of the Brotherhood of Locomo- <ratan. Recently
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerthe member has
Mayor Honored.
Mr. Jahn Watts is that he and family
tive Engineers for the I. C. and is been paining him,
and an examination
Yesterday morning Mayo? Yeiser arrived there and he is getting settled.
out on a tour visiting the subordinate doctors found
a part of the bone dis- received from Governor Beckham an He
is well pleased with the new home
bodies.
eased. This part was removed by appointment, placing
the mayor on thus far, but regrets to %cparate from
operation Wednesday and ,he is now the state board
of pharmacy. Dr. his Peducah friends. Mr. Watts is Office Phone 369.,
Firemen Promoted,
doiag better.
Residence Phone 726
Yeiser
accept, the board's duties the former carman at the local shops,
Fireman David Kennett and C. L.
being
to
examine
all
pharmac
stuy
who
sitis elected secretary and treasLeRoy, of the I. C. havf been pre.Col. O. P. Alford, eighty years old, dents to see if they
are qualified to urer of the carmen's; national body.
moted to engineers by Traveling En- widely known
throughout the South, become registered druggists. The
gineer Lloyd Grimes, who examined died at St. Joseph's
hospital, Lexing- board examines all of thee* applicants
Mk. Joe Exalt returned from St.
them several days ago.
ton, Wednesday.
from the entire state.
Louis yesterday.
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County Clerk Charles Graham Suffering From Rheumatism—Licenses
Issued and Deeds Recorded.

,t'7,7•14.

'

-i,rt,

The "Ghost Walks" For the Public
School Teachers For the First
Time Tomorrow,

iIt l•

6
Judge Richard T. Lightfoot will return from Carbondale, Ill. Sunday,
.and hold his county court the day following. He has been over there for
a visit to his mother.

•

so

Got Rheumatism.
Coleus- -Clerk Charles Graham is
suffering from a severe attack of rheuTHE NADINOLA GIRL
matism in his right leg, and can (Formerly advertised and sold as
barely move about on this pedal exSATINOLA.
tremity. He is able to be at his ofNo change in formula or package.
fice, and on the street at time, but The name has only been changed to
-navigation has nearly suspended.
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation conProperty Sold.
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
Land lying out in the county has
guaranteed, and 'money will be rebeen bought for $st8 by George 0. funded in every case where it fails to
Gibson from W. F. Alexander, and remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
the deed filed for record with the collar discoloratione, black-heads, discounty clerk yesterday.
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
James C. Utterback transfrred to cases in zo days. Leaves the skin
Mlayor David Alexander Yeiser, for clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
jt and other considerations, two pie- beauty of youth.
ces of ground at Afton Heights, near
Price so cts and $1.00.
Sold in
Arcadia.
each city by all leading,druggists, or
Property on Greer street in North- by mail.
view Addition, has been sold by the
Prepared (ally 'by.
Northview Realty and Impr;vement
company to Margaret Lindsey for $1,350.
Sold in Paducah by all kading
R. A. Booker sold to S. F. Warford
for $275. property out in the county. druggists.
afe'ville Byrd purchased from P.
M. Bichon for $s NO. property on
Hampton avenue.

NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tenn.

RAISING BUDGET
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We have just opened an up-tii-date and:well stocked
hardware department for our establishment, and are,, oarrying a
mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It
includes

er'

Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Graniteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by
the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities,, and on a basis with leadinghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.

I. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street,

THEATRICAL NEWS
"The Royal Chef."
Friday night
Saturday matinee and night
......."Fabio Romani."

"The Royal Chef" at The Kentucky
Tonight.
Mr. Harry Hertnsen, the clever
German comedian who is appearing
as Lempheuser with "The Royal
Chei" company, relates some very peculiar experiences he had while touring the far West with a company several years ago.
"I remember being in a town in the
far West and going into a little twostory shack called by chairty a hotel.
I had been feeing pretty well used
co for a fasv day. and asked the landlord to give int a room where I
would have absolute rest and quiet.
"There's a nice quiet fellow in
24." said he, "he never goes out at
Scarlet Fever.
night and you certainly will be able
Two more cases of scarlet fever de'deep in the room next to his, so
to
veloped yesterday, one being the child
you take 26."
of Mr. Garvey, of South Third street,
and the other a child tzing that of "That night strange sounds came
china shop
Julian Duperrien, residing at sco from ao The bull in the
Sunday
to the
class
was
school
a
North Seventh street. They have no
effect on the public schools though, noise that fellow made; the whole
as the Garvey child is too young to night was punctuated with the sound,
attend school while the other victim
was out of school when attacked with
MISS L4 BELLE BLANCHE
the sisckness. The other cases in the
city are getting better.

Licensed To Wed.
Marriage licenses were issued by
the clerk to the following parties: THE YMCA WORKERS
Carlie Darnelf, aged 21 and Murtie
ARE PUSHING CAMPAIGN
Rudd. ,aged at of Marshall county;
FOR MONEY.
Harry Wallace, aged at, and Laura 3.
Croats, aged 21, Of this city.
Trial of Christ From Legal StandCounty Road Work.
point Will Not Be Considered
The county judge has allowed $4.Sunday Aiternoon.
8p to Supervisor -Bert Johnson, of
county roads, the money to be used
as the public road v;ork goes ahead
The Young Men's Christian Assoout in the county.
ciation workers are continuing their
campaign out among the public for
subscriptions to be used in assisting
in maintenance of the institution, and
thus far the work has progressed
nicely, as close on to az,000 has been
f
pledged
the workers and they wiU
COMMISSIONER ROSE FINISHtrouble in getting all they
have
no
ED
INSPECTING
THE
BUSI.•
want.
NESS HOUSES.
The different officers, directors and
members of the association have lists
4/—
He Hopes City Electrician Giiadeef of names furnished them, the names
being those of the public whom these
%VIII Be Made Electrical Inapsseofficers, directors, etc., are
individual
toe For State.
expected to call on and solicit the
donations. Their visits are bang reOsa Connection.
The gas people yesterday finished
sponded to very liberally by the peoMr. C. C. Rose, the insurance comple at large and great encouragement making their connections at the High
missioner, yesterday finished inspectbeing given the laborers. They are school building, and now the apparing every business building on the is
raising their budget for the coming atus in the school, laboratory is atNorth side of Broadway from First
begins the first of this tached to the gas mains, so this means
to Sixth streets, and will now com- fiscal year that
of heating and light can be utilized by
month.
mence over on the south side and exthe children while making their scienamine the respective structures be•
tific researches during their study.
Bible Class.
tween the two points mentioned,
Next Monday the gal will be used
Godfrey
Secretary
Blake
General
First and Sixth.
for
the first time.
He said yesterday that he found all instructs the Bible class of the association
at
a
o'clock
Sunday
every
af••
the buildings on the north side in an
First Ghost Appears.
unusually good condition, but there ternoon when the members assemble
The
"ghost"
walks for the public
last
biblical
their
studies,
and
was some trash around a few of them, for
and he instructed the occupants to Sunday it was decided to next Sab- school teachers tomorrow morning,
have same cleaned up. He does not bath afternoon take up the study of as they then get their first months
know ahether this has been done, as the trial of Jesus Christ, from a legal pay. The-educators are not paid the
he will inspect the south side of standpoint, and have,one of the city's first of every month 'like prevailed
Broadway before returning to those beet lawyers present to discuss the until a year ago, but they are paid at
dirty places on the opposite side to matter with the class students and the end of every four weeks, that
see if there was carried out his in- point out the feature' from a.legal length of time being the scholastic
structions regarding cleaning up.
aspect. As this would take entirely month. The first month this session
lie is having no trouble with the too much time for the short Sunday comes to a close this evening, and
WITH
building owners and ends things in a afternoon scission, Mr. Godfrey has the pay checks are given the teachers
"THE ROYAL CHEF"
tomorrow
morning.
The
alboard
pretty good shape.
decided to wait a while and have this
At The Kentucky Tonight,
Mir. Rose is the representative here interesting legal discussion some eve- lowed the salaries last Tuesday night
at
their
regular
meeting,
but
, the
of the sixty fire insurance companies ning during the week. The class redoing business in this city, and his mains together only about one hour teachers do not get same until the of breaking crockery, ripping of
9s
dutiea are to fix insurance rates on each Sunday afternoon, and as the four weeks are up. This being the sheet, and bed clothes end the argbuildings, see that the agents all trial of Jesus is one over which end of the school month, the teachers uments of a man, talking to him-elf.
write at the proper rate, inspect kngthy arguments and discussions and principals will this afternoon I stood it as hest I could, for the felhand in to Superintendent Lieb the low paid no attention to my oft rebuildings, etc.
would be held, it would take too
Mr. Gano, the electtical wiring in- much time from the regular study, report showing the attendance for peated raps on the wall or my yelling
spvtor for this state for the insur- hence the postponement is deemed the opening month. These will he for him to let up.
the first accurate figures obtainable
"The next morning I was at the
ance companies, has resigned his po- necessary.
since school opened.
desk when he came down, much the
sition, and Mr. Rose .said yesterday
worse for wear, to settle his bill. The
the vacancy had not yet been filled,
A Humorist's Habits.
State School Money.
proprietor presented it and the neighbut he hoped there would be selectThe late •Bill Nye replied as follows
One week from today there aariv- bor of Mine evidentl ythought it exed W. J. Gilsdorf. the city electrician
to a correspondent who iniquired es here the first of the money allowed
of Paducah, who is a most competent
orbitant. They argued for quite a
about his habits of work and life:
out of the state school fund, to be while and then my friend from 24
man. The latter's duties here are to
"When the weather is such that I
see that every body has proper elec- cannot exercise in the open air I used in paying the teachers of the grew excited and said:
tric wiring connections
"Don't you make a special rate for
running have a heavy pair of dumb-bells at my county schools. It is expected that
through their buildings. Many fires oldgings, which I use for holding the the first instalament will also come at minister( here?"
cisme from improper wiring and it is door open. I also belong to an ath- that time, for the city schools, which
gets so much for every child, out of
saving of money to have an inspector
"Getting Back at Show Folks."
letic club and a pair of Indian deka
look atfer the wiring and thereby re- with red handles. I owe much of my the state fund.
Fred Wykoff, who is playing "Unduce to a minimum the fires that orig- robust health to this.
cle Dana" in "The Messenger from
4
inate from this source..
Looking To Resign.
Jarvis Section." at The Kentucky on
"I do most of my writing in a sit•
Superintendent Marvin Ragsdale, Wednesday night next week, tells the
ting posture or in an autograph al'TWO BOATS FOR THE
bum, Viten I am not engaged in of the county schools, was at the following story: "We were side track
TENNESSEE RIVER. thought lam employed in recovering county courthouse yesterday looking ed with our cars this season at a litfrom its effects. I am very genial for somebody to whom he could se- tle town in Ohio called Xenia and as
Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 5.—The and pleasant to be thrown amongst.
sign his county position, in order he we stepped out on the platform I
Chattanooga Packet company, which
can take the place in the city schools, saw an elderly old farmer standing
as
so
"I dress expensively, hut not
was recently organized with $too,000 to attract attention. In the morning to which he has been elected. Judge there, and as I am always anxious to
capital stock, has decided to place I wear morning dress, and in the ev- Lightfoot is the proper authority to draw them into conversation, for in
two boats in operation on the Ten- ening T wear evening dress and at accept the resignation, but he is out of this same manner I. have gained many
nessee river.
town, and Mk. Ragsdale will probably a pointer and picked up many a
The "Chattanooga." night I wear night dress."
which stranded near Paducah about
have to wait until be returns Sunday. quaint expression, I started the fola year ago, has been repaired and
government
Russian
has
relowing conversation with him: "Neat
The
will be placed in service soon. The ceived a large number of replies to
Lexington Lodge of Masons, No. little town you've got here, old man.'
company will lm y or charter another its peace conference invitations, all t, of which Henry Clay was once 'You ain't got no copyright on that,'
boat which will run with the "Chatta- of which are favorable.
master, has decided to call upon Mas- said the native who was standing on
nooga" between this city and Paduons throughout Kentucky to unite in a dry goods box. `So far as I can
cah
,Jack Bolen, a barber at Middies- an appeal to the 'next legislature for see,' I rejoined, slightly nettled that
born, while 'sitting in his shop, was an appropriation to repair the head- my overture had been received so
Subscribe f ar THE REGISTER
t the statesman.
asaszinated by an iinknown man.
coldly, 'the town looks a good deal

ONE SIDE DONE

'RBA o

Supt. Lieb, of the public schools,
is in a quandary as to what arrangements will be made next NIEnday for
instruction of English in the public
schools, as the regular teacher Miss
Emma Morgan, shows no signs of improvement with her illness, and next
liflosulay there will have,to stop the
temporary shifting about when arrangements were made so this study
could be taught,for the time being
while Miss Morgan is away. At present Miss Mary Grey Cununins of the
departmental work' for the seventh
and eighth grades at the Washington
building, is teaching the English in
the high school, while Prof. Marvin
Ragsdale, superintendent of the Aunty public schools, has been in charge
of Miss Cumming's work, and thereby helping the building out. Now Mr.
Ragsdale has been elected by the city
trustees as principal of the aficKinley
building in Mechanicsburg and has to
take permanent charge there next
Monday, as this afternoon there becomes effective the resignation of his
predecessor, Prof. Albert M. Rouse,
who gave up the place to become business manager for the local branch of
the Draughnn business college. In
taking charge of the McKinley buildProfessor Ragsdale resigned the superintendency of the county schools.
When next Monday he takes charge
of the McKinley building he thereby
relinquishes control of Miss Cummings' room and she will have to
come back from the English department, or Superintendent Lieb will
have to get some other to take charge
of her departmental work and let her
continue in charge of Miss Morgan's
work. The superintendent doubts if
he can get anyone to assist, as he has
completely scoured the city and has
not yet found anyone suitable for the
place. He will have to do his best
though, and get along as well. as can
be arranged until Miss Morgan recovers.

NEW HARDWARE HOUSE

Paducah, Kentucky.
ANNE

the Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

a C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.

A

1

better than- its inhabitants."You It is from the pen of Marie Corelles
can't tell anything about a town by famotsi novel that the dramatic verthe folks you see hanging around the sion has been prepared and it has
depot, any more than I can tell what justly been termed "the greatest rokind o' cattle's on a train by hearin' mantic melodrama of the age." The
one of the steers bawl when it gets story is one that once read can never
prodded a bit,' said the old man med- be forgotten. It is thrilling and caritatively.
ries with it a heart interest which ap"'Got any schools here"
peals to all. The press and the pub"'I wouldn't have suspected it.'
lic throughout the country have un"'Oh, yes, we turn out a lot of ej- qualifiedly endorsed "Fabio Romani"
jicated fools every year same as they as eclipsing everything in its varied
do where you came from.'
originality. In the present big re"'I see—and some uneducated fools vival of the noted play, neither labor
too.
nor expense has been spared in mak"'Yes sir, we make actors out of ing it the crowning romantic melothem.'
dramatic production of the season.
"'Got a few hopeless idiots, too, That the efforas in this direction have
haven't you?'
been abundantly successful has been
"'Quite a sprinklin' of 'em. Are demonstrated by the crowded houses
you thinking of settlin' down here and'wherever Corelli's masterpiece has
joining 'emr
been presented.
"'Not at all. I don't like the specFrom a spectacular standpoint this
imens as far as I've wen.'
is numbered among the greatest seen
"'You'd be lonesome among 'em, ic productions. The thrilling earthanyway. They're not talkin' ijjiots.' quake effects 3.nd the simultaneous
"'Well, I'll be frank enough to say eruption of Mt. Vesuvius, with the
that you're not one of them. You're illumination of the Bay of Naples
pretty smart,' I said. 'Pardon me, but form one of the most magnificent
have you a chew of tobacco about spectacular tableaux ever presented
you?'
upon the stage. This comes as the
"'Sure.'
crowning feature of a great dramatic
"'Then will you oblige misby cloQ- climax and is intense in interest.
ing your mouth with it. Good-bye,' there are a number of other situaand I made a hasty .exit in the car tions equally effective which color
for fear he would best me on my last the recital of the famous story with
remark."
an atmosphere of realism seldom
equaled. There is a treat in store for
theatregoers when this clever attracMakes a Discovery.
Jessie Highlands, one of the charm- tion holds the boards, and the suggesing singers with the Herald Square tion has been widely made that seats
Opera company which is to appear be secured early, for judging from
here in "Said Pasha" at the Kentucky the reports received from other cities,
on Monday evening, October gth, crowded houses bave been the rule.
claims to have discovered one more
use of a hair pin. While playing an NICHOLAS TURNS
engagement in St. Louis last spring,
WILLIAM DOWN.
she boarded an e'ectric car after one
of the matinee performances. Shortly Would Not Enter Arrangement Relafter being seated, a terrific electric
ative to Affairs in East.
storm struck that part of the city
through which the car was traVelling
St. Petersburg, Oct. 5.—Count
and 'a fuse in one of the switch boxes Isamsdorff's assistant in the foreign
of the car was burned out. After a office, while denying the existence of
short time the conductor approached an agreement between Russia and
her and inquired whether or not she Germany relative to affairs in the far
could spare a hair pin. Although much East, admits that the kaiser entrustsurprised at such a request, out of ed C9unt Witte with a proposition
curiosity she gave him one and was on this subject.
then much more surprised to see him
The czar, he says, declined to enter
straighten it nut and ret9lace the burn- into the proposed agreement because
ed out fuse with it. Then the juice Russia. like the United States, wants
was admitted to the moters and all
China to retain all her territory and
was as lovely as a honey moon in
to maintain the open door. As GerJune.
many wants to acquire more territory,
On the first night of the "Herald
this Russian official declares, the AnSquare" company's engagement laglo-Japaner e treaty concerns Gerdies will be admitted free when ac- many alone.
companied by one paid fifty cent ticket if purchased before 5 p. m. MonTRADE ADVANTAGES.
day. This is the first time in the history of the company that ladies will
A shoemaker is a whole-soled man
be admitted free, and you should and generally well heeled.
take advantage of the opportunity to
IA baker can always raise the
see a high-class comic opera at such dough.
low prices.
A hatter is sure to he a block
The "Mascot" will be the bill for ahead of all other men.
Tuesday matinee, aud the marravA huckster has no trouble with the
ment will present a box of bon-bons police in making a good living out of
to the first 300 ladies purchasing tick green goods.
ets.
A baby carriage manufacturer never
"Fza Diavolo" will be presented on fails to push his business.
Tnesday night.
A hairdreeser, as a rule, does a
combination
thriving business in
"Fabio Romani" Saturday.
locks.
With a specially selected New York
'A newspaper man rarely fails to
company and with an abundance of get his paper on the street.
spectacular scenery and effects, the
An electrician is always posted, on
great romantic melodrama "Fabio current topics —Ealtimisre Americari.
Romani" will be seen at The Kentucky On Saturday, matinee and night
Subscribe for THE REGISTER. ,
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JUDGE RETURNED LATE NEWS ITEMS ALDERMAN HOT

PUBLISHED BY, THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., JUDGE REED ADJOURNED THE
The insurance commissioners sof
(Incorporated)
Missouri and Nevada have given noCOURT AT BENTON OVER
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
UNTIL MONDAY.
tice that unless President McCall and
other of the managers of the New
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
York Life Insurance company resign
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Lawyet Tames Eden Goes to Albu- their offices that the company will be
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
excluded from doing business in
querque, New Mexico, to Locate
these states. Other commissioners
—Appraising Rose Estate.
Entered at the postoffice of Paduhave said that they would await the
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
conclusions of the work of the in•
now sitting
Judge W. M. Reed last evening re- vestigating committee
Terms to Subscribers.
turned from Benton, where he has in New York before deciding what
One Year
$5.00. been conducting court for the past action to take relative to the comSix Months
2.50
ten days. He has finished with all pany.
Three Months
1.25
the business and adjourned the...sesStanley Stoner, who was appointed
One Week
.10
sion over until next Monday when as consular general at Calcutta last
there comes up for trial the killing March and was supposed to he atAnyone failing to receive this paper
charge
against.Sheriff Walter Hol- tending to the duties of his office,
regulraly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele- land, .of Miirray, who is being tried his surprised the state department by
at Benton on a change of venue. The sending a letter of resignation from
phone Cumberland 318.
case is to be heard by Judge B. W. Paris along with the information that
Bradburn of Bowling Green, who was he has not been able to assume the
especially selected to do so on
duties of hi; office owing to the illcount of Judge Reed being disquali- ness of his wife detaining him in
fied to preside, inasmuch as he is Paris. Mr. Steller is from Missouri.
attorney for the prosecution.
Two hundred bank representatives
attended the bankers convention
Goes to Albuquerque.
Friday Morning, Oct. 6, 19o.
which assembled in Louisville TuesLawyer James Eden is preparing day. A
number of strong addresses
to leave for Albuquerque, New Mex- were delivered
among others being
ico, to make his future home, he hav- one by
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
James H. Eckles, former coning associated himself in law business troller of the
currency, who spoke
The Register is authorized to an- there. He has been a partner in the against the proposed rate bill and
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a law firm of Greer & Eden, but same other interferences with railroad buscandidate for Coroner of McCracken is now dissolved and the latter is ar- iness.
county, subject to action of the demo- ranging to take his departure. He
George Zimmerman and Russell
cratic precinct conventions to be does net exactly know what date he
Blair,
two clerks in the county comheld Saturday October 7.
will get away.
missioner's office at Cincinnati, attempted ki find a leak in a gas pipe
Rose Estate.
underneath the county courthouse,
Appraisers
are
ncov
taking
an
inThere is cause for doubting a'-lair
using a lighted match to do so. An
election in any town or city where ventory of the estati of the late H. explosion 'followed which killed the
A. Rose, arid it will take several days
there is not to be had, a fair registrato finish things. There is rio real es- two men and did much damage to the
tion. The man or set of men who tate left in the estate which consists courthouse.
would falsify a registration will cast only of wearing apparel, books, furG. F. Krapp, a New York banker,
an illegal vote or steal an election. niture, accounts and life insurance while standing at a window beside
The people can only protect the bal- policies. One of the policies is for his wife and son, fainted and fell
from the window. His wife and son
lot box by securing an honest regis- $12,000, made payable to the Kentucky Mill and Lumber company caught him but were unable to hold
tration of the legal voters and when
with which Rose was connected. This him because of his weight, and be dethey fail to do this they need hope policy is held at Louisville by the scended to the walk below, a distance
for no fair election or an horst Western National bank, which has of four stories, and was killed.
count of the votes. Tbis is the )1is- suspended. When it resumes disposiGeorge L. Dobson, former secretary of the state of Iowa, who was
tary of all elections, without regard tion of this policy will be taken up.
sent by the government as consul
to any especial locality.
Sheriff's Sale.
general to Hangehovi, China, has reYesterday Deputy Sheriff Lyon -igned the office only after holding it
From all the statements and parsold furniture, a horse and buggy a few weeks. He says he don't like
ticularly.the guilty man's confession
and other effects, to satisfy the judgit does seem strange that a New ment R. A. Hicks got against A. N. the mode of life of the Chinese and
won't live among them.
York bank especially would accept a Robinson. Plaintiff sold defendant
W. R. Fletcher, another cff the sevcheck for $396,000 worth of hypothe- the articles, but before Robinson paid
parties who criminally assaulteral
cated stocks from an entire stranger for same he left town, leaving the ed Mary Gladder at
Russellville, KY,
goods
behind.
Hicks then had the
to the bank and to the hypothecation
goods sold to satiefy the claim he several months since, has been condeal. The facts justify the man's
victed and given the death seri/ext.
held against Robinson.
The trial of Guy Lyon, acceset Sf
statement that it was an ear. job—
the same offense, is now tinder way.
just as easy as -as Mrs. Chadwick4
Horne Rule or Redlight Rule.'
The Pythian grand lodge in sesgreat fininciering acts in Ohio and
at Hopkinsville decided by a
sion
(Louisville Herald.)
elsewhere. The evidence grows daily
vote
133 to 96 to sell the site for
of
people
The
of Louisville have it
that bankers are not all honest or
proposed
home at Lexington. Sitthe
now up to them to declare finally
smart.
ting as committee-of-the-whole, the
whether this city is to have home
lodge had favored the Opening of tfie
It is hard to tell who is given the rule, the rule of the well-governed home by a vote of it] to 97.
heaviest fall by the administration, home, or the rule of harlotry, the
In a fire in New York three childomination of the triple civic evil—
Bowen OT Loomis. Both are out of
were burned to death, their pardren
the low groggery, the gambling dive
service, and though it is clear efforts and the brothel. The faction now in ents fatally burned, and two firemen
were made to make Bowen the scape- power in Louisville draws a large were hurt, while there were a numgoat, Loomis has not escaped being part of campaign contributions and ber of escapes. .The fire was in a
tenement house and the indications
smirched. Bowen got his promises voting strength from the tough and point to incendiarism.
terroristic elements of city life. Withbefore he got the ax and Loomis got
The recent rains in ,and about New
out these it could not exist. But the
his promise before he got the drove
vicious elements are weak ineompar- Olreans have so filled the swamps as
Evidently the administration has de- ably beside the elements of good in to raise great obstacles to the visiting
of yellow fever patients. A box consired to wash its hands of each one Louisville.
taining a body had to be floated six
women
Louisville
men
of
The
and
of them, but the soil of the Venezuemiles to reach a dry spot. General
la scandal won't come off. There is are in overwhelming majority among conditions are
unchanged.
the best to be found. The very cream,
more whitewash necessary.
Trustees of the Peabody education
indeed, cif the earth. It is not law,
fund at a meeting in New York have
The life insurance business i4 not nor preac,bing, nor prohibitions that
Rive character and win success for a decided to postpone for a time the
being injured but benefitted by the community.
The chief factor in in- matter of granting $i.000,000 to the
investigation or expose now going on dividual or collective success is the institution at Nashville, owing to
in New York after the legislatures character of the individual man and technical considerations.
Maryland republicans met in conhave provided proper laws to guard of the individual woman. A high
vention
at Baltimore and nominated
noble
standard
have
anwe
by
had,
the policy -holders' interest and the
cestors set, for. the manhood and Henry M Mictullough for state conCourts have punished the rascals who
womanhood of Kentucky. Louisville troller, Secretary of the Navy Bonhave been living off of the policy- is the only community in tile state aparte presided and delivered an adholders, insurance will not only be where there could be for a moment dress.
John Fischer shot and killed Price
safer but it will also be cheaper. Jus- question as to whether the home or
tice as well as all things come to the den of infamy should rule. But Baker. and mortally wounded Hamilthose who wait and work while wait- here we certainly have this question ton McKean and Joseph Hart, Jr., in
to solve. Solve it now we must, or a saloon in Mobile, Ala. An .61d feud
ing.
tarnish our name and darken our led to the shooting.
The czar and all Russians continue home life forever. Solve it must we
to pile honors onto M. Witte. The by expelling from control of the city's OPPOSED TO MODIFICATION
government men alien in character,
country is anxious, in view of the pursuits, standards and everyday life
Requiring Personal Inquiry as to
threats which have come from Ja- to Kentucke. Solve it we must by
Chinese Coming Here.
pan, to set what the Mikado is going expelling from the civic service the
to do to Baron Komura. Though men who link the city's administr'a-' Washington, Oct, 5.—Strong protion to the den, the dive and the test will be made by Secretary Methonors should be piled on the Baron,
brothel. Decent and virile Louisville calf of the department of commerce
it is in prospect that indignity will be
is equal to the task. Do it now.
and labor, against any modification
piled instead. The mikado's calm
of the state department of its circudealing with the Tokio mobs gives Quickening of the Civic Conscience. lar of June 26, directing the American
to Kcmiura's reception at home a
consuls in China tC:i personally inquire
(Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
One of the most.noteworthy pheno- into the truth of statements in Chingloomy outlook.
mena of recent years and one that is ese certificates before visiting them
The instructions referred to have
President Roosevelt should quiet at the same time social and political
trying to vindicate or defend his ad- le the quickened interest in all that become known as the "President's
ministration attaches. His high opin- relates to city living and city govern- circular," in that it was issued by his
direction following the boycott estabion is creditable, to say the least, but ment. Moral and material consideration of the highest importance are in- lished by China against this importait is clearly often misplaced. When volved,
and the movement is more tion of American goods.'
a certificate of character is necessary and more arousing the interest and
It was the principal discussion of
it is a thing doubtful to give.
enlisting the active endeavor of the yesterday's cabinet meeting, which
strongest and pureet men and women Secretary Metcalf was unable to at
Mr. McCall, of the New York Life, in American cities The civic con- tend on account of illness. He exshould spell his name NfcGall. It science is being quickened and public pressed great surprise today upon
would he more in keeping with his sentiment aroused to a demand for learning that in his abettice the cabinet members took the .position that
higher civic standards.
business careet than the name MeCill.
the regulations of the department of
District Attorney W. T. Jerome commerce and labor were reipousiFire in the lumber district of Rhine
has been renominated for the office bk for the strained relations between
lender,
Wis., destroyed property
by four thousand New Yorkers the two countries over the sdbject of
valued at $600,000 and made so° peothrough the filing of petitions with admission of Chinese to a greater deple hot:micas,•
, _
,.,,v
that many signers.
gree than are the laws themseliVes
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TOOK A SHOT AT OLD TELt•
PHONE COMPANY LAST
NIGHT. 4,,
1\
The Concern Was Or
' continue Conduit
the Hole
*

o Disnd Fill

Mayor Yeiser last night at the
meeting of the hidermen laid before
the municipal 'legislative body the
fact that the East Tennessee Telephone company had dug up Kentucky
avenue from Fourth street to the
alley running beside the John Grief
blackshith shop, to, rear of the telephone company's exchange funding.
The company excavated this alley and
public street so they could place underground their conduits for the telephone wires and cables, and the
mayor stated to the aldermen that
this was done by the company without any authority whatever from the
city officials. This being the status
of affairs, the mayor recommended
that the company be notified to discontinue their digging, stop work on
the conduits, and tili up the holes they
excavated for the work already placed
underneath the surface of the public
street and alleyway. His recommendation was heartily concurred,, in by
a unanimous vote of the entire board,
and a scorching order issued for the
company.
The aldermen expressed themselves in no unmistakable terms while
discussing the matter of the company
continuing its tactics of paying no attention whatever to the municipal
laws which they indiscriminately violate repeatedly in a bold and antagonistic manner. The company has
never had a franchise to do business
here, and several months ago the
municipal boards put up a franchise
for their especial benefit, but they
refused to buy it in. Afterwards the
city solicitor was instructed to then
bring a suit in the circuit court alnd
compel the company to either quit
business of purchase from the city a
grant entitling them to continue their
service. The solicitor is now preparing to do this.
When there was laid before the
board last night this most recent illegal act on part uf the telephone company, City Engineer Washington
stated to the aldermen that the board
of works had given the telephone
company permission to excavate the
public highways to place their conduits underneath, but Mayor Yeiser
and the aldermen took the ground
that the board of works or any other
had no authority whatever to give the
company this privilege, which could
come alone from the legislative bodies.
The aldermen indicated by their
actions that they intended taking
drastic steps against the company, if
it did not abide by the laws and discontinue its usurpation of authority.
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A GREAT
DEMONSTRATION
And a Buck's Hot Blast Heater to be given away, absolutely free
of charge. On Oct. 13 we will give a demonstration of the workings
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of the most remarkable, most talked of heater in the world—The
BUCK'S HOT BLAST HEATER. After the demonstration the heater will be given away to the person holding the lucky ticket Don't
miss it. Drawing takes place in front of our store on Oct 13 at 3.30
p. m. and winner must be present
TICKETS TO ALL WHO CALL.
,
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112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
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We desire to call your attention to our line of GENUINE
WHITMAN SADDLES, FANCY DRIVING HARNESS, ENG- 1
LISH RIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH CROPS, GENUINE
HOLLY DRIVING WHIPS and FANCY HORSE BLANKETS 1
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HORSE OUTFITTERS
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Retail Department Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets
I
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FIND NO PHTHISIS CURE.
Palliative Remedies, However, Are
Recognized by Delegates.
——
Paris, Oct. 5.—The international
tuberculosis congress today discussed
the varied forms and chemical aspects of consumption. It was admitted that a specific curative medicine
had not been discovered, but the
pallative qualities of certain remedies
were recognized.
• Great interest was manifested in
suggestions made for the protection
of school childrPn and it was proposed to institute books of record showing the state of health of the children
in order eventually to separate the
pupils into categories by dividing the
affected from the healthy.
In this connection the idea that
consumption is hereditary was branded as a fallacy, Professor Grancher
pointed out by indisputable evidence
that it is not possible to inherit the
disease.
The members of the American delegation took a large part in the discusesions. Dr. Joseph Walsh of Philadelphia read a paper prepared by Dr.
MI. P. Ravenel, reporter of the American section, dealing with mixed infections in tuberculosis, whi:e Dr. P.
Ottinger of California gave a clinical
study of these mixed infections.
Dr. Lawrence E. Flick, director of
the Henry Phipps institute of Philadelphia, dealt with prognosis in
tuberculosis. Dr. S. A. Knopf of New
York treated of American sanitariums
and Dr. J. W. Brannan of New York
told of the experiments made with
children at the sea breeze sanitarium,
Coney Island, giving cinematograph
views.
It is probable Chicago will be chosen as the next meeting place for the
congress. The American delegates
are much interested in the settlement
of this question and say they have
met "Pith a general disposition on the
part of the foreign representatives to
favor Chicago.
The yellow fever condition in New
Orleans and other Southern places
continues to improve. A case has
appeared at Trinidad, Col., and the
sick man is thought to he fatally ill.
He was a refugee from New Orleans.
No, Cordelia, a photographer isn't
necessarily a robber bee•u9e he takesi
things.
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Then come here for the ring.
We have many beautiful engagement rings—sparkling with pun.
•
ity and prices are as low as perfect jems can be sold for.

It pays to buy Diamonds from a
Reliable establishment. Dealings
with us will prove our reliability

4

J.L.Wolff,Jeweler
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BOOKS ANRD MUSIC
CALL ON

D. E. WILSON AT

Harbour's Department Store
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST COPY-RIGHT NOVELS. ALL THE
BRIGHTEST SONGS AND INSTRAMENTAL "HITS."
The Capture of Niagara.
(Council Bluffs Nonpareil)
Niagara Falls was discov.reu by La
Salle, who became aware of its presence while trying to paddle a canoe
up the Niagara river from Lake Ontario to Lake Huron. Finding the
current of the falls too swift to ascend, lie gave up the attempt and
constructed the first boat ever built
in the United States a little above
the falls. He remained in the vicinity of Niagara several months and
came away without having bought a
single souvenir postal card or having
patronized a hackman, a record that
has never been equaled. At the time
Niagara was diSsovettd it was a wil
and uncivilized wail Shortly after
the revolutionary war, hoivever, Niagara was captured 1:4 the hackmen
and has remained ip captivity ever
since.
•

Subscribe for The Register.

Value of the Average Branch.
(London Standard
Genius is a phenomenon; the average man is a law. He has seen
Shakespeare; and Goethes and Napoleons and Wagners rise and fall,
and has gone on calmly, knowing that
it is he and not they who are the
race. Despise him, kick him as you
will, the last word is with him. He
is nature's favorite: like a true motlier, she loves her dull boy best.
"
*
A Shakesfleares was too much for her,
but she saw to it that his faculty died
with him. He del a wonder among
men, and his family reverted to the
average. Lest the abhorred thing
should reappear in the course of generations, the family preltntly died
out. The case is typical: It is almost a commonplace of the science
of heredity that the appearance of extraordinary talent in any branch of a
family means the extinction of tilv
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Largest Stock Lowest. Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co

'461
'
et

Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers-

•
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BOTH PHONES 72

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213—SOUTH THIRD STREET.'

THE KENTUCKY
MINUTES OF LAST NIGHT'S
ALDERMEN MEETING

ST

treastiry $soo towards the $r,soo fund
01111MIIIMIlitCerne21611111110111ennefallar
being gotten up by the people of
this city for the purpose of buying a
TELEPHONE 548.
silver service set that will be presented the officers acid erew of the
gunbcat Paducah that is named for TOM M'CAIN BROUGHT
TO
REALIZE WHAT HE HAD
this city. The allowance will,be made
if there are no legal restrictions.
DONE.
The aldermen at last night's meet- to a:I consumers here in the city. The
City Engineer Washington beliefies
ing granted to the promoters of the l company is new gathering -statistics1
it would be a good idea to put conA prescription may be comHorse Show all the privileges of the showing what other cities charge, andI
ctete pavements down at every cor- No Warrant Yet Issued for the Man,
pounded so accurately, by expublic streets for that period duringj as the outside rates are lower than,"THE HERALD SQUARE
ner cn Third from Adams to Broad
Who Has to Be Tied in Bed for
OPERA COMPANY" Etreet, and this authority was given
perienced
which the attraction is to be given' those here, reductions in general will;
prescriptionists, with
Restraint
Week after next. This means the pro- be made by Mr.'Burnett and the oth-I Catchy music, introduced
numbers, him. The sidewalks from Kentucky
the highest degree of carefulmoters can have the hcenses that Cr owners of the system. The may- picturesque cottumes and refined fun avenue to Adams on Third
are all of
ness, yet if the drugs are not
otherwise would be paid into the city or just brought up the matter, so re- in unlimited quantities.
concrete, while beyond Adams to
Commonwealth's Attorney John G
treasury by cane racks, lunch stands, cord .of same could be made in the
Monday Night
Broad they are to be of brick, but Lovett returned last
pure
it is worthless—dangerous.
night from Benlemonade counters, baby racks, etc. meeting proceedings, and it shown
Mr. Washington believes if concrete ton and stated that when
No matter whefe you go you
he left re. This money sa to be placed in the that the company was preparing to
i- placed at each corner by the city ports had come in from
near Harvey,
o. fund out of which will be paid the do what they could to dring down Lathes free when accompani
cannot
find purer drugs, prompt
ed by one it will induce the property owners to six miles out in the county, that Toni
the rates charged consumers.
prizes awarda during the show.
paid soc reserved seat on the first put down this character of pave- McCain was a wild
er service or more skill than
man
as
resu!t
a
Chairman Bell of the public im- night only if purchased before 5 p. ment more quickly than they would of
.- All the members were present at
shooting his brother, J. Crit Mcwe use in filling your prescriplist evening's session and consider- provement comrnittle, was instructed In. Monday afternoon.
do otherwise.
Cain, and had about lost his mind.
to hate the inside waifs of the city
able business was transacted.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott Information coming in yesterday
Tuesday Matinee.
tion. You'll be satisfied with
Mayor Yeiser turned over to Audi- jail repainted and other improvements
was ordtred to repair the delapidated from the home of
the shootist stated
the prices, too.
tor Kirkland some notes John Sin- attended to at that public building.
culvert at Twelfth and Burnett streets that he had been tied in
bed, the
nott, Sr., executed to the city as par- The committee was ordered to do this On Tuesday afternoon
as people passing over same are in shooting preyed on
the managehis -mind so, aftial payment for the Tenth and Clay some months age but has always ment
ter he came out from under the., inwill present a box of Gunther's danger of6 getting hurt. .
street plot of ground sold him
the been so busy it was never attended to. bon-bons to the
It was ordered that there be bought fluence of intoxicant
first three hundred
s it is,claimed
The illegal act of the East Tenmunicipality. The auditor is keeper
a big cabinet, as used in offices. It he had been indulging
ladies purchasing tickets.
in.
DRUGGIST
,
rif docententw-ef this character and nessee Telephone company tearing
----has little drawers in same, and this
"PRA
Tom
McCain
DIAVOL
shot
O"
his
Tuesday
on
brother with
Night
collects the notes when they fall due. up Kentucky avenue right in front of
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
one is for the office of City Clerk
a revolver, the bullet striking him in
Night prices: 25c, 35c and 50C. Mat Bailey, who can
,The dials and hands upon the pub- the City hall, so as to put down their
put into the recep- the face,
TELEPHONE 63.
and yesterday it developed
lic clocks at top of the City hall and underground conduits, was laid before inee, roc and 25c.
tacles the papers, ordinances, docuthe
injury
was
.not
as
Seats
serious
the
as
on
at
board
by
Mayor
sale
Yeiser
Saturday.
who said
First Baptist church are badly in
ments, motions, etc., that go to each
first thought to be. The injured man
need of paint and Jeweler John the corporation should he compelled
committee of the city boards. The
is coisfined to his bed at his home,
to
discontinu
e
the
work,
as
they
bad ordinances compellin
B1.4ch was instructed to have the
g this will be committeemen can each go to the lit- which adjoins the farm of the brother
painting done by the lowest bidder. not gotten any authority whatever adopted and
the boat required to run. tle drawer set aside for him and there who did the
shooting.
Mr. Bleich is the tender of the public from the city officials to excavate the The present franchise
does not com- rind deposited inside the documents
t oeoughfare for this undertaking,
Everybod
y
in that section believes
clocks.
pel the steamer to make trips to the pertaining to whatever public busiThere was lodged the report of the apf their every act in connection with j other side of the river on the Lord's ness he is to dispose of ancr attend that Tom McCain is temporarily demented and not responsible for his
board of public works that it was use- dpa,question was one withour consent. day.
to.
actions. No warrants have yet been
less for .people over town to request or the municipal boards. Acting on
Alderman
Bell
said the orditagnce
The water works company was orthat additional street corner arc the recommendation of the mayor the
for the reconstruction of South Third issued fcr him, and maybe he will ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
dered
to.
extend
its
board
mains
ordered
on
Jefferthat
the
board
of
peblights be put up for illuminating purttree' was indefinite as to whether have to be tried on a lunacy charge CAPSULES."
poses, until there was installed at the lie works have the telephone opera- son street from Fourteenth to Six- the sidewalks shall be of brick or oth- rather than the one of firings at his
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
city's powerhouse, additional dyne- tions discontinued, and compel the teenth and on Fifteenth from Jeffer- Cr material, along both sides of that brother.
SUCH
A REPUTATION IN PAmods and machinery so more current comp./Ay to 611 up the big holes they son to Clay.
thoroughfare from Adams to Broad
This company filed notice with thn
could be furnished. The preset plant have dug.
DUCAH
FOR CURING CHILLS
street. He said some people between
City Engineer Washington was aldermen that it had completed the
is carrying as many lights as possible.
those two points wanted to put down
AND MALARIA.
given authority to employ an outside mains on Bridge and Kincaid streets
Authority was given the board of
brick pavements and others wanted
PRICE soc.
civil
engineer to see what it will cost in Mechanicsburg.;
works to do what they want to reconcrete walks, so he asked that the
TAKE
to
draw
NO
plans
OTHER
and
specificati
ons for City Elertrician Gilsdorf, Chief Jal..
garding the high "step-off" from the
oitin jsolicitor be instructed to read CHARGED
the
WITH
new
sanitary
DUMPIN
sewerage
G
district
to
THEY
ARE
GUARANTEED.
concrete sidewalk to brick street, in
Wood, of the fire department, ana' ag ,Fonstrue the prevailing ordinance
GARBAGE UP ON TOP THE
front of the Frank Jones hardware be created. The people between Shied James Collins, of the polite dst-i pc it, cauld be seen what the properHILL.
establislmtent at Second and Ken- Trimble, Fountain avenue, Kentucky partment, all filed their monthly re- ty owners are permitted to put
down
tucky avenue. It is probable the avenue and Ninth street, want Me ports showing the business done in Nis recommendation was
concurred
board of works will put several stone satitary sewers extended out in that their individual departments.
in and the solicitor asked to get up Andrew
territory
they
so
can
connect
DRUG STORES.
their
Boyd Arrested For Using
steps alongside the curb so parties
W. H. Orr was granted a license a report on the question by the next
Bad Language, and Henry Boyd
can step up and down from walk to property with same, but as City En- to run the saloon at 1027 Broadway. session of the aldermen.
& Jackson Sts. phone 137,
gineer Washington is kept constantFor Hitting Another.
street.
James Clark agrees to furnish the
Sam Goodman, who owns the
&
Clay Sts., phone si.
maimed
ly
looking
after
the
great
The Central Labor union was givcity with a barge to be placed below whisky house on South Second street,
en authority to utilize the public amount of public work going on over the 1. C. incline on the North Side has
bought the building over on
streets and collect licenses during the town he has not the time to get up of the city, this barge to be used as North
James Coleman, the negro scavenSecond behind the Postal Telthe
plans
and
data
for
this
new
sewcarnival that will be given next spring
ger wagon driver, was arrested yesa
dump
for
garbage
'such
and
offal
egraph
office.
This
new building
erage district, so an outsider is to be
by the laboring bodies of this city.
brought down there by the scavenger is being remodeled, and the first of terday by Captain Joe Woods, of the
procured.
The recollection of the quality of
The people on Jones
between
wagons. He will see that the gar- next year he will move his liquor es- police force, on a warrant charging
The Illinois Central Railroad comour
Coleman
Ninth and Eleventh streets want conwith
prescriptions remains long after
dumipng
a
of
lot
unbage
dumped
is
way out in the river tablishment from its present location
crete sidewalks laid/along both sides pany owns that vacant tract of ground so it will flow away.
healthy garbage at top of the hill the price is forgotten.
For
services
his
the
new
to
storehouse. In getting leading
of the thoroughfare. The city owns wring between Fourteenth and Six- he wants $.40 per month
down to the city's garbage
for that his new place in shape for occupancy
property at Tenth and Jones, the fire teenth streets and Jefferson and Clay period
dump just North of the I. C. incline.
between
April
and
November
,
he wants to connect the building
department house, and as the walks -treets and the officials want to plat while
for the balance of the year he with the steam heating plant which The law is that all garbage shall be
cannot be laid without the owner of it cif into city lots and sell same wants
$25 per month. His contract has mains under Second street in thrown into the river from the dump, 7th and Broadway.
Tel. 756.
three-fourths of the abutting property piecemeal to anyone buying. Fifwas referred to the sanitary commit- front of his place he will shortly and in this manner unhealthy piles of
Prescripti
ons
ask ii4 writing for same, Mayor Yei- teenth street has never beers graded
called
same
for
are
and
delivprevented
from aecummu!attee for the proposal to be looked into. move to. As the streets cannot be
ser was ordered to sign the petition or graveled from Jefferson to Clay,
ing on the bank.
ered
free
charge
of
anywhere
in
the
There was ratified the deeds made torn up in reaching the mains, withI
for the improvement, on behalf of and the road wants to do so at its
city.
out
transferri
ng to. Ida Gish and Inez out authority from the city officers,
the municipality, for the fire depart- own expense. This perrnis.ion was
Bad Language Used.
Underwood, burying lots in Oak this permission was granted him.
ment house.
granted by the aldermen, which also
Officers
Churchhill and Dugan arcemetery.
On motion, the board adjourned.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., empowered the road to place under Grove
rested Andrew Boyd, colored, on a
Detectives
Moore
and
Baker
have
5.
was ordered to file an ex parte suit Fifteenth street storm water sewers
warrant accusing him of using very
in the circuit court so as to have the that will carry off the surface rain bought them a horse and buggy for
"Little Dorrit" Still Alive.
had language at the Tom Emory sa•
use
in
their
work
for
and
city,
rethe
judge decide whether or not there i's water that now stands on the tract of
The London correspondent of the loon on lower Court street several
invalid the ordinances, contracts and land, because the drainage is not suf- quested the aldermen to let the food
days ago.
for the animal be purchased by the Louisville Courier-Journal writes that
other !natters in connection with the ficierk to carry the water off.
'IS A GENERAL TONIC.
"few
people are aware that the origcity, and also ask permission to erect
re-construction work on Kentucky
There was referred to the finance a shed
Disorderly
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
Conduct.
inal
of
'Little
Dorrit'
is
still,
living.
to the rear of the city hall so
avenue and Jefferson street, from committee
Barrie Robinson and Jessie Pearson
the bill of Contractor the horse and vehicle
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
can be kept tin- She is now 92 years of age, but still
Fillst to Ninth. Just as soon as Judge Bridges
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUof nearly $rpoo, it being patt der same. This matter was referred active, and of all things in the long colored, were arrested by Officers
Weil passes on the question the proof the money due him for putting the to
life that lies behind her she is proud- Senser and Clark on the charge of BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
the police commissioners.
ceeding will be taken to the appellate
storm sewers under Kentucky avenue
est
of the honor conferred upon her using loud and profane hanguage WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
To the city solicitor was passed
court, the highest tribunal in th:s
from
Second
Fourth
to
Charles
by
streets.
Dickens. Mrs. Mary Ann around Seventh and Adams streets. FECT HEALTH.
the matter of numbers being gotten
state, too the controversy can fina/ty be
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
Cooper
is
her
name, but in her maidChairman
Orme,
of
the
finance
corn by the city for automobile owners.
adjudicated by the tribunal .of last
STORES.
Bennett Struck.
&aim tbst cbistracts. mittee, reported that there was a The law requires every owner of a en days, when she first became acEd Bennett, colored, had Henry
3P11111111rd, while the contractors balance in the treasury of the city machine to register his machine with quainted with Dickens, she was ,a
state thepsare not, and this ex parte the first of this month,.of$11049645. the city clerk and get a eumber do be Miss Mitton. Her father lived at Boyd, colored, arrested on the charge
Sunbury, some eighteen miles from of striking him. Officers Beadles and
statement was filed.
will decide the
attached to the automobile so
tion.
can
London, and Dickens was a frequent Rogers arrested Boyd.
Final
adoption
was
given
ordithe
It wait ord
knowo
whose
be
"flying
Call:heell street
devil" ‘`t is
visitor
there. He bestowed the nickOffice
nance
stipulating
that Sowell street whtn the machine in sailing down a
be exiendk
to get a passagename of 'Little Dorrit' on Miss MitAlleged Immorality.
way o
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
new basket and box should be graded and graveled from street at a speed beyond the Reit
ton and in t855 told her that he was
011ie Rice and Ida Nichols, colored.
facto
ch sits between the I. C. Hayes avenue to Ashcraft avenue.
fixed by --ordinance which inflicts
Telephone 270.
going to write- another book which were arrested by Officers Potter and
rai
tracks near the Union depot, , First adoption in this board was penalty for 'exceeding a certain flushe
intended
Gourieux
call
'Little
to
on
the
Dorrit'
charge
idmoralof
several hundred feet wayfrom any given the ordinance renewing the her of miles each hour.
and that he should put her name in ity.
public thoroughfare. This new street twenty' year franchise orttwen Bros.
Mistake on Both Slides,
The aldermen concurred in the ap- it."
will lead right beside the new in- for operation of their ferryboat Bet- pointments made by the council Of
(Clevelaod Leader.)
The
municipal ownership league in
dustry.
tie Owen between this city and Brook Mayor Yeiser, Alderman Dick Davis,
Binks--W
hen I first met you.. sit,
While a man'ti will may be law, in New York has nomieated William
Mayor Yeiser informed the alder- port and the Illinois landings on the Councilman George Ingram, Mr. Sian
I thought you were a gentleman!
ease
the
married
of
a
man
the
is
law
Randolph Hearst for mayor of that
men that Superintendent Muscoe other side of the stream. The board Icy DuBois, of the Commercial club,
Spinks----And when I met you, sir,
Feldom enforced.
city, but he has not acepted the hon- I was sure
Burnett of the water works corripany, about decided that if hereafter it is and City Solicitor Campbell.
you were an idiot!
had stated this corporation was now shown that there is a demand for op- committee is to see if the municip. ity ' A woman never fang to boast of or. The league will put a full ticket
Binks—Well, let's shake hands and
her
intention every time she makes a in the field if Hearst accepts the nompreparing to reduce the water rents eration of the ferryboat on Sanday, can legally allow out
make up. I'm willing to admit that
of the pti lit good guess.
ination stated.
we were both mistaken.
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Best Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat andlLess Dirt:landAshes to Our Coal:Than the Ordinary Coal.

s

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED.)

Second and Ohio Streets.

C. M. BUDD, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 254

Commissioners Sale.

GEMSOF

EDGAR

,
LW. WHITTEMORE, EXCURSIONS

St. Louis and Tennessee River PackIn pursuance of a judgment of Mc- II1Efl
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at its
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
September Term, 1905, in the action
In great attempts it is glorious even
''The public goes in for the froth of Catharine Bradley, etc., plaintiff,
to fail.—Longinus.
of dancing," said Professor Duenweg against John McNamara, etc., defendcon9th,
national
ant,
October
Monday,
I
will
the
on
of Terre Haute at
Events of all sorts creep or fly es
vention of dancing masters in New (about the hour of to o'clock a. m.),
actly
as God pleases—Cowper.
with
day),
content
court
at
county
the
(being
1905
are
York. "Young men
the simplest foot movements that court-house door in Paducah, KenOur affections are our life. Vst
give them a license to take a close, tucky, sell to the highest bidder, on
live
by them; they supply our warmth.
slinging grip on *a young woman. As a credit of six months, the following
—Channing.
viz:
property,
described
dancing
knowledge
of
Jar as any real
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
A certain lot or parcel of ground,
goes—well, they know as little of the
and
rest; good service, good table,
Experience
takes
dreadfully
high
art as Mrs. Jane Grey of Myrna lying and being in the city of Padugocd rooms, etc. Boats :leave each
school
wages,
he
but
teaches
like
no
cah, McCracken c'ounty, Kentucky,
knows of shop-keeping."
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
other.—Carlyle.
Professor Duenweg, who is the in- and being lot No. 43, in block No. 21,
For other information apply to Jas.
ventor of a new waltz, a difficult, Addition -F," to the city of Paducah,
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Every duty which we omit obcomPlex and graceful dance—smiled Kentucky, and beginning on North scures some truth which we should
Brown, agott.
Eighth street, on the east side thereand went on:
have known.—Ruskin.
"Poor old Mrs. Grey sells groceries of nearest the river, at a poipt 90
PADMAH REAL ESTivr
wm-TERN KENTUCKY FARMS, EAST
and provisions, doing a good business feet from the intersection of Eighth
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
never
God
wrought
conmiracles
to
for a town so small as Mlerna, but and Boyd streets, thence with the line vince atheism because His ordinary
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
getting cheated right and left on acs of Eighth street in a we3terly direc- works convince it.-7--Bacon.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
tion 48 feet to a stake; thence at
Highest price paid for second-hand
'count of her ignorance.
right
toangles
a
and
direction
in
W.
tEDG.
q
warrrEmoa.s.
the
day
from
"Only
other
a man
Paducah. aa.
We are never so ridiculous by the'
Lodi took advantage of her shame- wards Seventh street, 200 feet to a qualities we have as by those we affully. He came in to get a pound of 25 foot alley; thence at right fect to have.—Rochefoucald.
W. Mike Oliver.
Geo. W. Oliver.
Swiss cheese and Mks. Grey told him angles and towards Boyd street,
Benton, Ky.
'he would have to call later in the af- and with the line of said alley 48 feet
Paducah, Ky.
It is meet that noble minds keep
to a stake. Thence at right angles ever
ternoon.
Tbos B. McGregory,
with their likes; for who so firm
FOR
Buy anything' a./td sell everything.
"'But why?' said, he. `The•re's a and to Eighth street, 200 feet to the that cannot be seduced.—Shakespeare.
Benton, Ky.
318-230
Court street, Old phone 1316.
beginning.
point
of
Deed
book No. 59,
Swiss cheese on the counter.'
page
236
McCracken
county
court
"'I know,' said Mrs. Grey, 'but
He that would look with contempt
my weights are all rusty and I have clerk's office.
on the pursuits of the farmer is not
A certain lot or parcel of ground worth
sent them away to be cleaned.'
HAVE ARIMVED
the name of a man.—H.
"'Oh well,' said the Lodi man, lying and being in the city of Padu- Beecher.
Moving wagon in 1
,
nnection.
'you've got something that will do for cah. McCracken county, Kentucky,
and
being
lot
on
No.
21,
block
No.
44,
-a weight, surely?'
Not only to say the right thing in
An elegant line of imported cloths
J. K. HENDRICK, 3.0. MILLER
• "'Nothing but this here pair of Addition -F" to the city of Paducah, the right .place, but far more difficult
suitings for Fall and Winter.
Kentucky,
and
and
beginning
North
on
tongs,' said Mrs. Grey, 'and they
to leave unsaid the wrong thing at
WM. MARBLE.
weigh two pounds. You don't want Eighth street, on the east side there- the tempting moment.—Sala.
Make your selections now and
of
nearest
the
river,
at
a
point
144
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
that much, do you?'
avoid the rush.
"'No. but no matter. Put one leg feet from Ore intersection of Eighth
There should be as little merit in
Marshall County; Paducah, ty.,
of the tongs in the scales and let the and Boyd streets; thence with the loving a woman•for her beauty as a
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
other hang out. That wild make a line of Eighth street in a westerly di- man for his prosperity, both being
New Phone 114.
Old Phone 303.
rection
to
thence
48
a
stake;
feet
at
pound, old lady.'
equally subject to change.—Pope.
right angles and in a direction towards
"Mrs. Grey complied.
LAWYERS
,
MERCHANT TAILORS.
"'But it looks a large pound.' she Seventh street 2oo feet to a 25-foot
SEVEN AGES.
alley; thence at right angles and toRooms
and
3
r,
a
said dubiously.
Register
Build516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bld.
"`Oh. it's all right.' said the Lodi ward Boyd street, and with the line Reporter Is Not Unlike the
Rest
of
ing,
523
1-3
Broadway.
man. 'How much? A quarter? Here of said alley. 48 feet to a stake; thence
Creation,
at right angles and to Eighth street,
you are.'
Practice in all the courts of the
feet
to the point of beginning. •
200
"He paid and departed hastily."
A
newspaper
reporter
unlike
is
not
Deed Book No. 59 page 236, Mcstate. Both phones At.
Cracken county court clerk's office. the rest of creation. In his novitiate EYE, EAR, NOSE ANP THROAT
Heinrich Conreid was laying his
Said lots to be sold separately and he feeds his ambition'in many ways.
-winter plans before a group of report- for the purpose of division to satisfy Passing along the street, we will say, Office and Residence, Rooms 3
and 4,
E. H.PURYEA.R,
ers. One of the young men asked a said judgment, interest and cost. The §e sees a crowd of fifty men and boys
If you want your clothes cleaned,
foolish que-tion and Mr. Conreid said: purchaser will
Columbia Building.
be required to give and dashes madly in to get the news.
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C. ATTOR NE Y-AT-LAW,
"That question reveals your ignor- bond with approved security, bearing
It is a scrap between two officers,
ance of music, doesn't it?"
Rose, 29 South Third street_ I have
Rooms
interest at 6 per cent from•day of sale, but he tries to mske a column story
and 6 Register Building.
Phon ro.sx Red.
"Yes, I suppose it does," the. re- having force of replevin band, on of it and turns it in for space.
the nicest line c..! samples for tints 523 1-3 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
porter answered frankly. "I confess which execution
In his second year he advances
may issue when due.
that I don't know enough music to
upon a commotion armed with a poin the city. Suits niade to order.
New Phone 49o.
This 5th day of October, tero5.
tell a waltz from a march."
lice
card,
sneers
at
the
mob
and
writes
'CECIL REED, Master CommisSPECIALTIES:
"Your question indicated alb that sioner.
a paragraph. Having served three
and more," said Mr. Conreid. "It
years, he feels like an old hand and
Abstracting of Titles,
E. H PURYkAR. Attorney.
reminded me of a question I once
admires his judgment. Nothing short
Insurance, Corporation and
heard in Quebec.
of a conflagration or a murder interReal Estate Law,
--DE NTIS T—
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
"A young man accosted an usher quest of Canaan'—I saw a bust of ests him.
in a Quebec theater long before the Burns. ,
If a fire breaks out next door to
3oq Broadway.
'Pruebeart Building.
"I turned to a young man and said: his boarding house, he looks out of
commencement of the performance
and, pointing to the huge bass viol
"'Who is that?'
the window, turns up his nose and
that leaned against the piano in the
"'Burris,' he answered without goes back to bed, saying, "Oh, let
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS ATTORNEY-AT-LA.W!
still empty orchestra, he said excited: hesitation.
the office cover it."
ly:
"'And what,' said I, 'did .Burns do
In his fourth year the average re:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
zo9
North Fourth Street, Upstairs
"'Where is the best place to sit to to entitle him to a bust?'
porter is both blase and passe—that Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, tee
Both
Phones 35,9
get a good sight of the man that is
"'Why, he—he—oh, he died,' said is, he sees no more enjoyment in his
Commercial and Co-apse-at:Iva
going, to put that fiddle under his the young man yawning.
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
profession and is played out.
Office hours a to to a. tn., i t• 3
Budneset a Specialty.
chin?'"
"But his companion was a Scot.
He begins to look around for somep. tn. and 7 to g p. m.
Phone
Age
10.41
Residence
Old
Clay,
This Scot, as he filled his whisky thing on the outside that has more
money in it. His ambition lags. He
"If you,' said Chief Wilkie of the glass, sneered and said:
AMMI
"'Burns' death alone wouldn't have will do nothing but assignment work.
United States secret service, "were a
Three-Cent Fares.
counterfeiter trying to pass counter- sufficed for his commemoration in That is, he' wants orders from the
feit money and if you first put in the bronze and marble. Burns was a poet, city editor before covering a story
CITY ATTORNEY
Architect and Superintendent.
(New York World.)
newspapers a 'lost and found' notice gentlemen. Furthermore, he was a Voluntary effort is no bringer in his
Every report of a passenger transthat you had found a packet of bank good fellow. Let me tell you some- line. Pretty soon he drops out and
401 Fraternity Building.
Attor ney-st-Law.
portation company in Greater New
notes you would think yourself pretty thing that should endear nim to such is heard of no more.
Phone
Old
Ka
Red;
New
Phone
3s.
possithe
both
prove
helps
York
to
minds
as yours.
Rome 13 and 14 Columbia Building.
The real true, earnest newspaper
-clever, eh? You would think if the
counterfeits were discovered n you. "'Owe, in Dumfries, Barns bad the man never grows blase, but, unfor- bility and the profit of 3-cent fares.
Old Phone tog.
Kentucky.
that you had in your 'lost and found' job of gauger. He went about from tunately. Father Time may render The report of the Interborough com- Paducah,
advertisement proof positive of your public-house to public-house, seeing him passe.—Vietor Smith, in the New pany for its last fiscal year givee the
average cost of carrying a passenger
that a good, pure grade of whisky was York Press.
innocence."
at 2 1-10 cents. At 5-cent fares it
"Yes, that is right, T would," said served. And he was supposed, too,
makes a profit over operating exto keep his eye open for unlicensed
the reporter.
A Fighting Race.
"Wk•ll, that 'lost and found' trick is houses—to see that no speak-easies,
An American soldier who served in penses of 140 per cent. At 3 cent The real estate agents, ham Stymy*
one of the commonest in the business. as we called them, flourished in Dum- the Spanish war tells, in the Portland fares it would make a like profit ,of worth of city property for sale and
Rooms to, 11 and is, Columbia Bldg.
It is the most suspicious thing a coun- fries.
Oregonian, several stories of the Ir- 40 per cent, not counting the enor- thirty-five farms; also three safes.
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"Not Worth His Salt."
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About the funniest thing in the ter roll, on whIch the names ran
He loses, his balance.
The expression "not worth his salt,"
Crash! Through the plate glass world is a fat woman when she tries "O'Brien,"
"Nflaloney." "Murphy,"
Attorney-at-Law.
to assume a pathetic expression.
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"'Say, you! Pay for that window.' are so often wrong that greater re- Irish?" said the captain to the ser- the salt he eats on his food; but ibis,
Co., 306 Broadway.
according to a local student of anspect 'bouts' be paid the decision of geant.
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"'But it ain't mine, boss.'
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Success of Lydia IC. Pink MOTION TO DISMISS COMham's Vegetable Compound in the
PLAINTS AGAINST RAILOsee of Mr& Fannie D. Fox.
ROADS GOES OVER.
One of the greatest triumphsof Lydia
E. Pioisham's Vegetable Compound is
the atinquering of woman's dread m- Will Be Heard in Louisville Before
eaty, Tumor.
Railroad Commission Monday,
The growth of a tumor is so sly that
October 12.
frequently ita presence La not suspected
until it is far advanced.
UnquallItisd

Packbest

CONTINUED Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. 22nd, 1905.
South Bound.
Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Princeton
Arrive Pivklcatt
Leave Paducah
Arrive Fulton
Arrive Gibbs. Tenn.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
Arr;ve New Orleans .

No. lox
8:20 a.m.
12:20 p.m.

No. 103
6:oo p.m.
p.m.
9:40o,.

:30 p.m.
12:08 a.m.
1:03 a.m.
r:40 am.
4:40 p.m.

No. 121
7:25a.m.
*9:00a.M.
I :o5a.tn.
12:30p.m.
:28a.m.
8:3oa.m.
11:2oa.m.
2:35p.m.
435P•m•
4:20p.M.
6soop.m.

Washington, Oct. 5.—The terms of aggressive prosecution of Senator
3:40 1).01thirty U. S. senators will expire on Smoot. At the last election the Re3:55 Pm.
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 4.—At the afMarch 3, 1907, and lively contests publicans carried the state two to one,
4:37 pmternoon's .6. ession of the railroad comalready are being waged in a num- and the legislature almost unanimous•
mission, which
convened at 2:
ly. There is no doubt that they will
ber of states.
o'clock to hear the L. & N. and I.
5:25 p.m.
2:27 a.m.
Those whose terms will end one continue to control, the state and the
C. cases, Col. Bennett H. Young
6:40 p.m.
year from next March are Alger, of legislature indefinitely.
3:40
a.m.
filed a notice of the appointment of
Michigan, Mee of Delaware, Bacon
345 a.m.
6:45 13113.
Crane Sure of Re-Election.
himself
and
Judge Wm. Lindsay as
of Georgia, Bailey of Texas, Berry of
Crane of Massachusetts seems sure
7:55 p.m.
4:50 a.m.
assistant counsel for the common8:3! p.m.
Arkansas, Blackburn of Kentucky, of
re-election, Senator Cullom's
5:17 a.m.
wealth by the governor.
8:39 p.m.
Burton of Kansas, Oarrnack of Ten- Washington friends figure that The
5:23 a.m.
Attorney General Hayes formally
nessee, Clark Lf Montana, Crane of odds are strongly in favor of his re7:15 a.m.
presented the motion to dismiss the
10:30 p.m.
Massachusetts, Cublom, of Illinois, election. Dolliver of Iowa and Dry8:15 a.in.
proceedings for the Owensboro shipI I :00 axis.
Dryden .of New Jersey, Dubois, of den of New Jersey apparently are
8:15 p.m.
8:3op.m.
pers. Attt,rney J. V. Norman, on beIdaho, Elkins of West Virginia, Fos- certain of re-election. Although Senhalf of the Norman Lumber company,
North Bound.
ter of Louisiana, Frye of Maine, Gam- ator Elkins has strong enemies who
No. 102
No. 104
No. 122
Louisville Veneering Mills company Leave New Orleans
ble of South Dakota, McLaurin of are trying to foment opposition to
7:to
p.m.
9:15 a.m.
and J. L. Berry, shippers, objected, Leave Memphis
Mississippi, Martin of Virginia, Mill- him, he is in the habit o' winning
6:5o a.m.
8:5o p.m.
ard of Nebraska, Mitchell of Oregon, victoreis and the outlook is for his
8o-called "wandering pains" may stating that he had filed his complaint Leave Jackson, Tenn
10:10 p.m
Leave Rives
'Morgan of Alabama, Nelson of Min- re-election. Foster of Louisiana and come from its early stages, or the several weeks ago.
9:42 a.m.
11:58 p.m.
Gen. Hayes denied any purpose of Leave Gibbs
ne..ota, Patterson of Colorado, Sim- Frye of Maine wilb have no trouble presence of danger may be made mani9:48 a.m.
9:15 p.m.
mons of North Carolina, Tillman of coming back. Maine keeps its sena- fest by profuse menstruation, accom- dismissing his complaint. Judge Lind Leave Fulton
10:10 a.m.
12:35 a.m.
panied
6:ooa.m.
by
unusual
pain,
from
the say stated that he had just been ap- Arrive Paducah
South Carolina, Warren of Wyoming tors in office for a life-time, which is ovaries
11:20 ILI11.
down the groin and thighs.
:43 a.m.
7
:40
*-111
.
pointed
by
and Wetmore of Rhode Island.
said to account for her efficient reprethe governor and had not Leave Paducah
If you have mysterious pains, if thçre
I I:25 CM.
1:48 a.m.
7:50&m.
sentation in the upper body.
are indications of inflammation or dIs- had time to consider the case, and Arrive Princeton
Martin for Virginia.
12:39 p.m.
3:03 am.
9:29a-mOne of the most spirited of all the placement, don't wait for time to con- asked that a continuance of several Arrive Hopkinrrille
The Old Dominion is the first of
3:50
a.m.
9:40
firm
your fears and go through the days be made.
Arrive Evansville
the states which elect senators at the contests is in Mississippi.—Senator
6:25 p.m.
9:45%.a-10- '
horrors a hospital operation; secure
Col. Young entered a protest to the Arrive Nortonville
next sessions of their legislatures. McLaurin will not be a candidate for Lydia Lof Pinkham
:28 p.m.
3:51 a.m.
's
Vegetab
le
Comdismissal of the case, and filed ob- Arrive Central City
Representative
The Democrats of that state have just re-election.
John pound right away and begin It. use.
2:05 p.m.
4:30 a.m.
:3oa..m.
Sharp
jection
Williams and Governor Vardaof Henderson shippers and Arrive Horse .Branch
decided by primary vote that Thomas
Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass., will
3:00 p.m.
5:13 a.m.
t2:55p
S. Martin shall continue to represent man are arrayed in opposition, and give you her advice free of all charge citizens. He stated that the shippers Arrive Owensboro
8:15 am.
4:55 p.m.
4:55P•01Virginia and the Democratic choice there will possibly be sort* dark If you will write her about yourself. interested objected to the dismissal; Arrive Louisville •
p.m..
7:50 a.m.
5:35
Your
letter
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4:55P.m.
be
seen
by women only. that the fact that certain
there is equivalent to election. Mar- horse compbications.
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Cincinna
ti
shippers who
9:15 p.m
Dear
11:55 a.m..
Ilsilibent:—
It is taken for grunted here that "I Mrs.
tin is not regarded as a senatorial
take*,wisny to congratulate you on filed the original complaint had been
heavyweight, but he is a hard worker Senator Mitchell, of Oregon, because lbe meowsI lova bed with your wonderful satisfied did not
authorize
the
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month- dismissal. He suggested,
and looks carefully and conscientious- of the troubles which have brought
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111=afteria
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I had a tumor mission adjourn to meet at the Galt Lv.
Gen Alger of Michigan has anPaducah.... 12 Ltop.m. 4:30P-1n. Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
Mires and would have to undergo an
Senator Miorgan, of Alabama, who operation
nounced that he will not be a candi9:40P-mHouse,
Louisville, Monday next.
.
Ar. Carbondale..
8:40p.m. Lv. Chicago... 2:soa.m. 6:20p.m.
date for re-election, and several prom- is over 8o years old, is a candidate "loos after I reed one of 3mur advirtleeTheer arose a controversy as to Ar. Chicago
5:3oa M. 8:05a.in. Lv. Carb011stabe. I I :404.111. 7:05a.m.
inent Michigan men are in the lime- for re-election. He is willing if neces- mole gad decided to give Lydia Z. Mat- the convenience of a time of meeting.
Ar. St. Louis
8:o5p.m. 7:08a
Compound a trial. Afar
Ar. Paducah.... 3:33psn. ii o05-m.
light in connection with the office, sary, to pull off his coat, so to speak, hew. Vegetable
See bottles as diso,bed the tumor to Attorney Norman stated he was ready
among them being Representative and fight for it. There probably will
won I have been ezamined by a to be heard.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
and be any. I have no signs of a
William Alden Smith and William be no necessity for such action, howThe railroad commission, without
now. It Ma Woo brawl'my month(North
Botrnd.)
McMillan. The latter is a son of ever, as no one seems disposed to
(South Bound.)
around once mor& and asa als= pas3ing on Gen. Hayes' motion, to
James McMillan, who died while a dispute his claims to the office, which
zot-8ox
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a Pea, 7
122-822
136-836
dismiss, continued the complaint unLv. Hopkinsville It:2oa.rn. 6:40a.rn. Lv. Chicago.... 6:2op.m. 9:45a.m.
member of the senate in the fifty- he has held 38 years. His colleague,
til October 12 to be heard here, Judge
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7:45a.M. Lv. St. Louis
seventh congress and was succeeded Senator Pettus, is 8 years old, and
9:40p.m. 2:15P-01Wm. Lindsay's name being substitutthe combined years of their lives are
by General Alger.
6:ooa.m. 6:2op.m.
ed for that of John F. Hager as coun- Ar. Paducah.... 4: sp.m. g 35a-mrLv. Cairo
Senator Alice of Delaware appar- 165.
Lv. Paducah.... 7 xiop.m. 9:30a.rn. Ar. Padtaah
.
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7:a.m. 8: op.m.
Ar. Cairo
ently is booked for retirement. "Gas"
"Pitchfork" Tillman has no opposi11
Lvr Paducah
7:50a.m. 8:15p.m.
Addicks is out after his scalp, declar- tion, nor have Nelson of Minnesota,
Ar. St. Louis... 7708ami
:00p.M. Ar. Pri nceten .
9:a9asn. 9:sopsn.
Go to Work or Get Out.
ing that Alice betrayed him. So bit- Simmons of North Caroltna, Warren
Ar. Chicago
9:30pws Ar. Hopkinsville
11:00p.m.
ter is the "gas man's" opposition to of Wyoming and Wetmore of Rhode
(Pittsburg Press.)
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him, it is said, that he would help a Island. Very little is heard with refTrains marked thus (*) run
e'wept Sunday. All other trains run
It is either work or deportation in
'Derri4xrat to the seat rather than see erence to the prospects of Burnham, !Slander is but soul suicide.
daily. Trains 103 and tat carry thro ugh sleepers between Cincinnati,
Irondale, Ill. oThe women of the
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him elected. There is already a va- of New Hampshire, Gamble of South
Memphis and New Orleans; trains to and ion sleepers between Loui,vible,
#
The mark of a royal man is that town say so, and what the women Memphis and New Orleans. Trains
cancy from Delaware, no senator hav- Dakota and Millard of Nebraska.
8ot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
say goes in Irondale. They assert
ing been chosen to succeed Ball, !According to general information he rules himself.
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time,
some twenty
whose term expired Mbreh 3, 19o$.
received here the result of the elecJ. T. DONOVAN, Gene eel Agent, Paducah, Ky.
'Malice is a terribly deadly gun—at years ago, when the town was in the
The same factions are fighting over tion for senators to replace those
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
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whose terms are next to expire will the breach end.
both senstorships
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
they want no more of it. Their edict
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make the complexion of the senate 58
Bacon of Georgia Ill.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
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work
a waste of money trying to
The health of Bacon of Georgia Republicans and 30 Democrats, with
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago,
or get out of town.
feed people on bread labels.
has been very poor; in fact. he has two vacancies from Delaware.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
The women of Irondale believe in
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been threatened with apoplexy and
preventi
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rather
than cure. That is
The man with time to burn never
his condition the iaaS season was
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such that his physician ordered commatum against the one idle man in
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talk
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prevent it, and it looks as if they
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It is not likely that Bailey of Tex- tion in New York have set the traduccan.
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make
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;
it
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other
the
ers
and the defenders of the corset
as, will be disturbed.
Their plan is simple. They have
fellow who commits sins.
Ben-y, of Arkansas, one of the most again at their merry war.
got up a collection—$7 raised the first
•• •
popular senators, has the fight of his
Mr. Zell Pettet, the Chicago ApolThe city with the lid off needs the day—and they are going to send the
fife on hand. Gov. Jefferson Davis lo, corresponds fairly well to the anlazy man just as far as the money
coat off.
is after the toga and is making things cient Greek standards for the alb- church with the •
will pay the fare. If he repents and
••
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warm for the one-legged confederate around male athlete. Sharkey at his
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eating the shell.
In Kentucky one of the most in- Roman gladiator. Practically, the hickory without•
him a job and send for him. But
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teresting senatorial fights in the un- athletic man's physical proportions
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with
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Blackburn is fighting his enemies hip than 2,000 years. The colleges and
really are! It is to the credit of the FOR THE srALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO•••
and thigh. Ile was to busy going af- Y. Mk C. A. gymnasiums are full or
Our worst enemies are the friends "superior sex" that. Irondale is about RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
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ter them to attend the wedding of his young Greeks.
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have failed to find us profitable. the only town on record in which any
daughter. which occurred here sevVery different with the form of
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eral weeks ago. Blackburn's ability women in civilization. The "Chicago
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to arouse the populace often has Venus" has a waist six inches too
so exaggerated that the women of the OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
most wasteful economies of life.
been the subject of corntnent, and ap- small for the rest of her. It is less
place simly couldn't stand it.
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ocratic organization of Kentucky, Artists have difficulty in securing man who is looking for a soft place
(New York Sun.)
rest.
to
with Gov. Beckham at its head, has women models for classic or heroic
There can be no more unpleasant TO syn. THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL F.FFECT, INGRAINS
•••
undertaken to give him a trouncing. sculpture. A French figure of "Victask
in these days than for a poliThe church is richer for a cent givAND—EVERY CONBIEVEABLE COLThe organization is very powerful tory." for instance, will usually be a
tical writer to glance over the news- DESIGNS IN CORNI11111
and it looks now as if the issue were composite; the body and arms of an en with a smile than for a dohlar with papers, republic
an and democratic, OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
frown.—Chicago Tribune.
In doubt. The campaign is being Italian peasant woman, the knees of a
printed in the cities of other states.
waged with that bitterness which a French woman—because Italians
Stories of political graft abound and COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
An Effective Sample.
usually attends political contests on kneel too much, the face and hands
A clergyman was very fond of a they are flanked by investigations JAPAN
the "dark end bloody ground." The of a thoughtful, aristocratic type.
ESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEparticularly hot brand of pickles, and telling of political thievery and politmachine candidate is Judge Thomas
Prof. MkFadden's suggestion that finding great difficulty in procuring ical debauchery of every kind. NewsSIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WB ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
Faynter, who was a memEer of women now naturally inherit a tensame sort at hotels when travel- papers and magazines from Cape Cod
the
the House of the Fifty-second and dency to smaller waists from generaing, always carried a bottle with him. to the Golden Gate and from the OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINFifty-third congresses. If the ma- tions of corseted female ancestors,is
One
day when dining at a restaurant Canadian line to the gulf are burchine heats Blackburn it will go after very doubtful. Weissman and other
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOFING
*,•
with his pickles in front of him a dened with these gloomy tales of
Senator MkCreary. Blackburn's col- post-Darwinian theorists have pretty
stranger sat down at the same table political corruption. The question is PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
lealue and friend, two years later. well established that only inherited
and with an American accent, pres- frequently asked: "What has got inBurton of Kansas Goes.
traits, not acquired ones, are trans- ently asked
the minister to pass the to many politicians and what's the BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
Senator Burton, of Kansas, a native mitted to descendants. Twenty genpickles.
The
minister, who enjoyed matter with the people?" The answer
hoosier, will drop out of the senate. erations of Congo negresses might
of some of them is that platoons of GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
There is an interesting fight in Ten- have dyed their hair without produc- the joke, politely passed the battle,
and in *a few minutes had the satis- politicians have become afflicted with
nessee over the toga worn by Sena- ing a race of red-haired. negroes.
faction of seeing the Yankee water- a graft epidemic and the people are
tor Carmack. That radical statesman
An Ameritan girl of today, if she
too prosperous to bother much about
is opposed by former Gov. "Bob" could grow to maturity with plenty ing at the .eyes and gasping for what
is going on around them. It
breath.
Taylor, and the contest is a warm of exercise without confining
is truly a dismal tale all down the
bands of
guess,"
"I
said
the
latter,
"that
you
one,
any sort about the waist, would have
line.
The fate of Senator Clark, the as firm and strong a figure as a are a parson?"
"Yes,
my
friend,
I
am,"
replied
the
Montana multi-millionaire, who wish- young Samoan or Bornean
woman. minister.
At the Proper Time.
es to succeed hirrisetf, is somewhat in The pick of a generation of
such
(Washington Star.)
suppose
"I
preach?"
you
asked
the
doubt. If Montana goes Democratic girls would be a Venus of Milo,
"Do you think that the automobile
not Yankee.
he will be his own successor. Hereto- of Chicago.
"Yes, sir; I preach twice a week, will displace Mie horse?" asked the
fore he has managed to carry the
conversational young woman.
usually,
" said the minister.
state for himself, although it went
Mate of an Old Joie.
"It will," answered the nervous
"Do
you
ever
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
preach
about
hellagainst his party. A similar situa(Philadelphia Ledger.)
young man as he gazed down the
'fire?"
inquired
the
Yankee.
tion exists in Colorado, where SenaBROS. & CO.'S CELESCOTT
Editor—I wonder what ever be"Yes, I sometimes consider it my road, "if it ever hits him."
tor Thomas M. Patterson is 'up" came of the mate to this
BRATED
We are preparing to advertise in
joke?
duty to remind my congregation of
for re-election. While at the last
Contributor—Why—er—how do you eternal punishment," returned
Blunder.
His
Had
the Northwest, and if you want to
the
election the Republicans carried the mean?
Grocer
minister
City
—"We
.
have
some
exsell your farm, list it with us and we
state, the Democrats held the legisEditor—Well, you know, we're told
"I thought so," rejoined the Yan- tra ake country hams, madam, if—"
lature by a small, margin.
think
we can sell it for you. Try us.
that Noah took a pair of every sort kee, "but you are the first
Mrs. Flatt, (initerrupting)—*For
of your
Senator Fred T. Dubois of Idaho, of thing inn, the ark with
hint.
this I ever met who carried sant- 'goodness sake, don't gam 'ham' towho has taken a conspicuous part in
ples."—Tattler.
nic: I've just got back from a three
fighting administrative measures, will
The Peruna Medicine company has
weeks' visit with a country cousin"—
drop out of sight and a republican brought suit for $250,000
Manager Real Estate Department,
damages
The rumor that Panama and Costa Chicago News.
will succeed him. The large Mormon against the Ladles' Home
l.
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Panir
journal Rica were about to unite as one govvote is hostile to him because of his for an alleged libelous
publication.
ernment is denied officially.
WHIM YOU WANT THE BEST.
Room 3, Amer.-Oer. Nat. Bank.
Enbacribe for The Register.
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Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

C.C.LEE

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Special to Farmers
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A PRESCRIPTION
Is the medium through
which you regain 'health,
strength and vitality, from
an impaired condition of
the body. Men have mastered the secrets of Nature, to produce this "MeThese men are
dium."
called Doctors and Druggists. Some Drug Stores
Commercial
are called
Drug Stores. In this class
of stores, Adulteration and
Substitution is practiced
for commercial reasons.
The evils of this practice
are too well known to
mention here
Our label is a symbol
of the highest standard of
Prescription work

ABOUT THE PEOPLE
I.

•-

Baltimore and other Eastern points.
The two gentlemen are among the
new owners of the street railway, gas
and steam heating plant of this, city.

POPULAR- WANTS

When You're Hot and

FOR SALE-On North Sixth and
'Mr. Gus Smith yesterday went to
THERE 1$ NOTHING THAT WILL MAKE A NEW
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Cadiz.
MAN OF YOU SO QUICKLY AS
Inquire 1018 Trimble street.
Miss Ella Wright yesterday returned from Mayfield.
• FOR RENT-A two-story, eightRev. E. Bourquin and wife, of
room brick residence with all modern
Stages Yesterday.
Bretzville, Ind., are visiting their son
Apply to it G.
iratprovements.
Cairo, 15.7; falling.
Rev. W. H. Bour.quin, of the EvanBoone.
Chattanooga, x.6; rising.
gelical church.
Cincinnati, 7.2; rising.
'Mks. Mary Wolf and daughter left
Evansville, 5.6; falling.
STRAYELli--A black and white
yesterday for their home in Brisbaine,
spotted pointer; no collar; answers to
Florence, missing.
several
Australia, after spending
"Mary." Return to 714!). Jefferson for
Johnsonville, 0.7; standing.
months here.
reward.
Louisville, 3.4; falling.
THIS PERFECT BEER COOLS AND REFRESIIES AND
Patrolman Gus Rogers and wife
Mt. Carmel, 2.7; falling.
IT BUILDS UP BODY AND BRAIN
STRENGTHENS
have gone to the county for a week's
LOST-Pocketbook in the FraterNashville, 7.3; standing.
IT'S A DELICIOUS DRINK A FOOD AND A MEDIvisit to the former's brother-in-law,
nity buil5iitrg or Palmer House, conPittsburg, 7.2; rising.
CINE ALL ROLLED INTO ONE-NOTHING LIKE IT
M. John Ogilvie, the nominiee for
papers.
Liberal
about
and
$4o
taining
Davis Island Dam, 3.8; rising.
EVER
BREWED
sheriff of the democratic party.
reward for return to W. T. Miller,
Ga. Louis, missing.
Mrs. C. S. Edell left yesterday for
520 Broadway..
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW, AND
Mt. Vernon, missing.
Omaha, Neb., for a months visit.
SEE THAT YOU GET IT.
falling.
Paducah,
4.5;
C. E. Spinner, wife and grandFOR RENT: Second and third
.son. Charles :Fowler, went to VinThe steamer Kentucky came out of floors of building on corner Third
ASK.THE DOCTOR
cennes. Ind., this morning to visit. the Tennessee river this morning. and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
Dr. 13,B. Griffith will return tomor- She will lay here until 5 o'clock to- first floor suitable for business ofrow from Louisville where he went
morrow afternoon before getting out fice at very reasonable prices. H.
DRUG STORE
yesterday.
Marnmen, Jr.
on her return trip.
Mrs. L. P. Ram of Fort Worth,
to
goes
Warren
this
The
Cairo
Texas, arrived yesterday to visit her
Friday Morning, Oct 6, igos.
morning at 8 o'clock 'and comes back
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
s
son Mr. Lawrence Rasor. She is now
tonight about It
residing in Totes with her daughter,
The Henry Harley came in yesterMy. Louis P. Hollis.
Telephone 548.
day front Evansville and went back
-Capt. George 0. Hart left yesterday
there immediately on her return trip.
THE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER IS NOW OPEN FOR BUSIfor D.awson for his health.
The Bob Dudley gets to Nashville
NESS AT 2fl ji,ROADWAY
'
Mr. Charles F. James ahd wife, of
tonight and lays there until tomorrow
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath, Evansville, returned home yesterday
to-date Shoes to be sold regardWATCHES.
when she gets here on her return
fog 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434 after visiting the family of Judge D.
less of cost or value. zoo pairs
trip.
Elgin
7-jewel
for
Watches
zoo
L Sanders.
and New 76z.
THE MESSRS. SHUBERT
of unredeemed shoes, worth $3.50
The Joe Fowler abandoned the Evis so; so 7-jewel Elgin Watches
Mks. Charles Baker, of here, went
-Weather today: Fair, with no
Present the
to $5.oo ; sale price, St.5o to $2 SO
and
ro
20
trade
cases,
for
year
ansville
in
on
yesterday
morning
accompanied
to Dawson yesterday,
change in the temperature.
GLITTERING MUSICAL GAIETY
and
21
a3
$6.00 and $7.5.3; so
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
-Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hollowell, of by her sister, Miss Annie Churchhifl, account of the low water, and went
jewel watches, such as the Bun
from here on to Mound City, where
102 Madison street, have a new girl of Savannah, Tenn.
zoo Fiddles, worth from $15.00 to
Special, Street
Special
and
Ms. C. B. Harpole, qf Evansvilie, she will be pulled out on the marine
baby.
25.00, to be sold for $3.50 to
Crescent Street, worth $35 to
100 Guitars, worth from
-Mr. Charles Weille is confined yesterday returned home after visit- ways for repairs. There will be no
$12.50.
$55.00; sale price $01 to $29.5o.
to
with illiness at their home on North ing Mrs. Harry C. Rhodes, of West boat in her place at present on ac$5.00
00. Sale price.
$15
Direct from the Garrick Theater,
OVERCOATS.
count of the line being unable to get
Jefferson street.
to $9.5o. so Accordeons ranging
Eighth.
•
Chicago.
zoo Overcoats to be sold reMesdames'0. R. and Margaret a craft small enough to run during
in price from $4 so to $z5.00;
Judge D. L. Sanders has moved
75-PEOPLE-75
gardless ef cost or value; 3oo
sale price, $2 50 to $7
from Eighth and Jefferson, where he Stewman, of Benton, Ill.. are visiting the low water. By her leaving that
Company
Big
Production,
Same
unredeemed
Overcoats
worth
lived so long to the Sans Souci flats Conductor and Mrs. A. W. Stewman. trade for the .time being there will
CLOTHING.
Strong Cast, Funny Comedians,
frosik.$6.00 to $20.00. go at $3.o0
Mir. Thomas C. Baskette yesterday be a boat out of here to Evansville
On Ninth and Monroe.
Beauty Chorus. Scenic and
Grand
to
$9.50.
after
Nashville
only
every
day.
other
to
returned
morning
reyesterday
Market
z,000 Pairs Pants. all new and
-The Ideal
Electrical Effects.
GUNS AND PISTOLS
The City of Saltillo will not get to
up-to-date goods, all $i.so pants.
ceived a barn and bacon cutter that spending the previous day here.
Engineer J. G. Beeler- has returned St. Louis until tomorrow and is ex- Song Hits, Sensational Symphonic
A fine line of Guns and Pistols
Sale price, 98c; all $2.00 and
'operates by electricity and cost $600.
Sensations and the
Chic- pected to leave there Monday en
to be sold at the very lowest
$2.50 pants go at $1.48: all
It is the fine -t thing of the kind ever from visiting his sick father in
OF
WHIRLWIND
ago.
route back this way for the Tennes- A MERRY
prices
Also a large stock of
and $4 oo pants go at $1.79; all
brought here.
MELODY
AND
MIRTH
yesterday
Sanchez
Maton
Mr.
see
She
away
river.
got
from
here
unredeemed
guns
and
ignited
to
pistols
chimney
our $4.50 and $6 oo tailor-made
the
from
spark
-A
Prices, 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c and $1.00
Louis.
be sold at your own price.
last night for the Future Great.
pants go at $3 48. too coats and
the roof of the Richard Geagen home morning returned from St.
arid $1.5.2.. Seats on sale Thursday at
I. S. Hollowell, of Lamasco.
SHOES
vests to be sold regardless of
on Clay street yesterday afternoon
9 a_ M.
returned borne after
We have I,000 pairs of new, upROAD OFFICIALS.
cost or value
at z o'clock. The department was Ky., yesterday
Hollowell,
called and the blaze extinguished be- visiting his son, Mir. J. J.
Maon
of
street.
Delegation of Illinois Central Men
fore any damage was done.
returnyesterday
Grace
iMrsMenry
Arrived Here Yesterday,
theatrical
Cher
-"The Royal
visiting in Hopkinsville.
STORE WILL BE OPEN EV ERY EVENING UNTIL
troupe arrives this morning at 8 ed from
TELEPHONE 548.
Hailey has retuned
Robert
M.
here
arrived
from
there
Yesterday
The
at
showto
o'clock from Cairo
from visiting friends at Broolcport, up the Louisville division of the I.
Kentucky tonight.
C. railroad, Supt. Egan, of the Louts
a
-Coroner Crow is investigating
Lawyer Frank Lucas has returned ville division, Supt. Henry Schuing.
premature birth and if the line on
from Glasgow and other points over of the Evanwille division, Trainmaswhich he is working develops anythe state.
ter G. B. James, of the Evansville Øithing disclosures of a sensational
Photographer C. V. Cook returned vision, Roadmaster Downs, of the
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
character will be made.
yesterday from a meeting of photog- Evansville division, and Roadmaster
A Magnificent Production of
endeavorstill
are
detecti,ves
-The
raphers at St. Louis.
MARS CORELLIV
F. L. Thompson, of the Louisville
ing to unravel the mystery surroundMrs. Mary Kidd has returned from division. They are out on a tour or Most widely read novel, The Venat
left
waif
the
of
ing the paeentage
visiting her daughter, Mrs. T. W. inspection over the lines and sprit
detta or
Judge Lightfoot's door last week, Murray, of Hiapkinsville.
the
last
at
night
Palmer.
'
unbeen
hut nothing tangible has
Miss Ethel Fry, of Clarksville, This is the first Alit %et f $upt
earthed
Tenn., has gone home. She has been Egan for about a month, as he has
viskting Mrs. Linne Roof.
been confined at his home in LouisNotice to Mothers.
Miss Lottie Carlton Greenup was ville with an attack of illness and i•
THE SEASON'S BEST PLAY
In order to allow those who could here yesterday en„route to Missouri.
Pronounced Better Than
convalescing
now
just
not be present at the opening the opMonte Cristo
Mr. Harry T. Hollinghead is exportunity of seeing the special exhibi- pected back tomorrow from Colorado
A $io,000 PRODUCTION
HORSE SHOW
tion of boys' and children's apparel- Springs, Colo., where he went and atEclipsing Everything in Its Varied
and the beautiful decorations-they tended the wedding of his sister, Miss
Meeting Be Held This Evening at
will remain on display for the rest of Mary, of that place, to M. Charles
THE FORERUNNER OF
Commercial Club.
the week. A few souvenirs remain- L. Alien, of the Mechanics' National
SCENIC PRODUCTIONS.
ing will be distributed as long as they bank of St. Louis. The nuptials ocPrice*, night, 25C, 35C, 50C and 75c
The Horse Show directors meet
las..
curred Tuesday at the bride's home. this evening at 7:30 o'clock at the Matinee, children, roe; adults, 25c
WALLERSTEIN BROS.
Mesdames J. A. Scarboro and Ar- Cotbmercial club headquarters on
Seats on sale Friday.
t I I t
thur Aller, of Fulton, are visiting South Fourth street, and everybody
GYMNASIUM CLASSES
here. •
is urged to be present.
Mrs. Roy McKinney is at MayYesterday Mr. Oscze L. Gregory
Those of the Y. M. C. A. Will Re- field visiting Miss Minerva Cooley.
went to Louisville to attend the big
sume Their Practices on 24th.
Railroad Commissioner Mac D. horse show
there, where Reggie VanTELEPHONE 548.
Ferguson yesterday returned from at- derbilt and
Adolphus Busch have
The gymnasium classes at the tending a meetiri,g of the commission
their string of fine animals. Mr. GregYoung Men's Christian association, at Frankfort, the state capitol.
ory was delegated by the Paducah
have decided to start' their winter's
'Rev W. W Armstrong returned
promoters to invite the two distinand
course the 24th of this month,
yesterday from Mayfield where he has
guished men to bring their animals
all the classes are now being organ- been on business for the past few
here week after next, and anxiously is
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
ized for that purpose. They will be days.
being
awaited word as to the success
instructed by General Secretary Blake
Mk. George Smith, assistant manYOU
.f
GO ELSEWHERE
of Mr. Gregory.
Godfrey who is a fine athelet.
ager of the Hienz Pickle company
The Beautiful
Last night the Bible class met and branch at St. Louis, after spending a
Sick People.
Rural Comedy Drama
outlined its work for the coming couple of days with Mc. Mitton Sanmonths They will labor in maw chez, the company's representative
Dr. H. P. Sights is recovering
,directions and expect to attain con- here, left last night for a Southern
from his attack of malarial fever.
siderable benefit.
trip.
Winnie, the daughter, Of Sheriff
Mir. Lynn Bernheim, of Louisville.
WATER NOTICE
o'clock
-Potter, is ill with malarial fever
Lee
morning
4
at
arrived
Ky.,
this
FOR YOUR DINNER.
PATRONS OF THE WATER to visit Mr. Ben Weille. He is a sort at her home on North Seventh.
Introducing
COMPANY SHOULD REMEMBER of Mr.
Bernard Bernheim, the
35( EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
Winnie, the little daughter of SherTHAT THEIR RENTS EXPIRED wealthy Louisvitlian
formerly of iff Lee Potter, is ill with slow fever
MR
FRED WYKOFF
it:3.2 UNTIL a P. M.
SEPTEMBER 30. THOSE WHO here. The young man is attending The report in the neighborhood that
12:30 tO 2.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED
S
DESIRE TO RENEW THEM Annapolis and is now' away on a she has scarlet fever is not correct.
SHOULD DO SO BEFORE IT IS leave of,absence.
Mi. Joseph Hurst, of the Mammen
FORGOTTEN, AS ALL PREMISES
Rev W. E. Cave returned yester- bookbinding establishment, is conNOT PAID ON OR BEFORE THE day from Louisville where he went
fined at hi.: home on Eighth street
TENTH OF OCTOBER WILL BE to preach last Sunday.
between Jackson and Adams, with
SHUT OFF
'Route Agent C. M. Fisher, of the
illness.
Southern Express company, arrived
Mrs. Barrett, wife of Mr. George L
The pest committee at St. Peters- last night from Nashville. Tenn., to
Solid Carload Special Scenery.
*ho was operated upon at
Barrett,
burg reports the discovery of five new visit the manager of their local ofthe Riverside hospital last Mlonday,
Prices: 25, 35, so. 71c.
cases of cholera in the' government of fice. Mr. W. J. Decker.
We Write Anything in Insurance
Lomza and two deaths from the disMessrs and Mesdames Parsons and is doing nicely, as her friends will be
on
m.
a.
9
at
sale
Tuesday
Seats
ease at Lodz.
Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
Robinson returned last evening from pleased to learn.
Office 306 Broadway
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THE ROYAL CHEF

I THE KENTUCKY

BEN MICHAEL.

SATURDAY, OCT. 7

USE KEVIL'S

t

Firistocrat flour

FABIO ROMANI

The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.

THE KENTUCKY

At -E• Central Business College

Wednesday Night Oct. 11

UNLIT PAWL

306 Broadway, PADUCAH,KY.

GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
50e.

Messenger 17 L. L. BEBOUT
Jarvis Station.
General Insurance Agency

FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.

Sherrillea.usiell Lumber Co.
INCOR.PORATED.

Both 'Phoges.295.

rompt Delivery

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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